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ABSTRACT
Nopp140 is a nucleolar protein with several purported roles in ribosome biogenesis. To
further characterize Nopp140 in Drosophila, we used FLP-FRT recombination to delete the
Nopp140 gene. Genomic PCR, RT-PCR, and immuno-fluorescence microscopy confirmed the
loss of Nopp140 and its products. Compared to embryos bearing the transposons used to
generate the deletion, Nopp140-/- embryos displayed similar hatching rates, but resulting larvae
died after 8 days, still in the second instar stage. Nucleoli were apparent in Nopp140-/- cells with
no observable morphological defects, but the rRNA methyl-transferase, fibrillarin, redistributed
partially to the nucleoplasm. BrU-labeling indicated that rDNA transcription is reduced overall
in Nopp140-/- larvae, while Northern analysis showed that pre-RNA cleavage was unaffected. Surprisingly, Northern analyses of Nopp140-/- larvae showed an unusually large prerRNA bearing the R2 retro-transposon sequence and the processed R2 transcript. The
observation suggests a fundamental shift in rDNA chromatin structure and expression upon loss
of Nopp140. Transmission electron microscopy of Nopp140-/- cells showed excess nuclear viruslike copia particles, reduced cytoplasmic ribosomes, autophagosome-like structures, and many
electron dense cytoplasmic granules that are likely to be stress bodies and proccessing (P) bodies.
Because the downstream piggyBac element used to delete Nopp140 resides in CG7145,
phenotypes caused by this insertion were compared to those caused by Nopp140 deletion.
Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase (P5CDh) is a nuclear-encoded mitochondrial
enzyme that catalyzes the second step in proline degradation. Mutations in human P5CDh cause
type II hyperprolinemia, a complex syndrome displaying increased serum proline and mental
disabilities. Conceptual gene CG7145 in Drosophila melanogaster encodes the orthologous
DmP5CDh1. The mutant allele, CG7145f04633, contains a piggyBac transposon that truncates the
vi

enzyme by 83 residues. Heterozygous (CG7145f04633/TM3) individuals developed normally,
while homozygous (CG7145f04633/CG7145f04633) individuals displayed proline levels twice that of
normal, swollen mitochondria, and ultimately larval and pupal lethality. These mutants showed
normal ribosomal enrichment in cytoplasm, and normal rRNA gene transcription, processing,
and pre-rRNA modifications. We conclude that the Nopp140 plays a critical role in ribosomal
biosynthesis, and that the phenotypes in Nopp140-/- can be distinguished from the phenotypes
caused solely by the CG7145 mutation.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
The Nucleolus
The nucleolus is a subnuclear compartment in nearly all interphase eukaryotic cells, it was
discovered more than two hundred years ago (Montgomery, 1898). The high concentration of
mass and the large difference between its refractive index and that of the surrounding
nucleoplasm make it easy to see under phase contrast microscopy (Pederson, 1998). Under
electron microscopy, the nucleolus consists of three morphological parts: the fibrillar center (FC),
the dense fibrillar component (DFC), and the granular component (GC). The primary function of
nucleolus is for the biosynthesis of ribosomes. This includes ribosomal RNA transcription, prerRNA processing, and ribosome subunit assembly (Lam et al., 2005; Olson et al., 2000). Besides
the traditional role in ribosome biogenesis, the nucleolus is also involved in other functions such
as signal recognition particle biosynthesis, telomerase biosynthesis, and processing of snRNAs
and even tRNAs (Pederson, 1998).

Figure 1.1 A representative eukaryotic cell nucleolus. The asterisk shows the fibrillar center, the
arrow shows the dense fibrillar component, and the surrounding granules represent the granular
component. (Adpated from Hernandez-Verdun et al., 2010)
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Brief Overview of Ribosome Biosynthesis
Eukaryotic cells have intact 80S ribosomes which consist of a 60S large subunit and a 40S
small subunit. The 60S large subunit contains 28S rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, and 5S rRNA and
approximately 50 different large subunit proteins (RPLs), while 40S small subunit contains the
single 18S rRNA and around 30 different small subunit proteins (RPSs). The 18S, 5.8S and 28S
rRNAs molecules are processed from a large (mammalian 45S, Drosophila 38S) precursor
molecule (pre-rRNA), which is transcribed from tandem rRNA genes within the nucleoli.
Drosophila melanogaster contains about 150 tandem ribosomal gene repeats (rDNAs) in
each nucleolus organizer, one on the X chromosome and one on the Y chromosome (Long and
Dawid, 1979). About half the ribosomal genes in Drosophila are interrupted in the 28S rRNA
coding region with type 1 and type 2 retrotransposons (R1 and R2, respectively), but the
transcription level of these inserted rRNA genes is very low compared to active transcription
from the uninserted rDNA genes (Long and Dawid, 1979; Ye and Eickbush, 2006). A typical
uninserted rDNA unit is shown in Figure 1.2. The transcription unit contains an external
transcribed spacer (ETS), the 18S region, the 5.8S region, a 2S region flanked by internal
transcribed spacers I and II, followed by the 28S region.
When the large pre-rRNAs are transcribed, they are quickly processed by several steps to
generate mature rRNAs. Two possible processing pathways were proposed in Drosophila
melanogaster (Long and Dawid, 1980). They differ in the way they produce the 18S rRNA,
while the cleavage reaction to produce the 28S, 5.8S and 2S rRNAs remain in common. The
Drosophila 28S rRNA is further cleaved to generate two half-molecules (28Sa and 28Sb) with
about 120 bases removed between the two halves (Jordan, 1975; Wellauer and Dawid, 1977)
(Figure 1.2). The 5.8S and 2S rRNAs are generated in cytoplasm from the 7S intermediate
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(Jordan et al., 1976). The 2S rRNA in Drosophila is similar to the 3’ region of mammalian 5.8S,
together with the Drosophila 5.8S rRNA, binds to 28S rRNA with the complimentary sequences.
Transcription of rDNA units and processing of pre-rRNA occur within the nucleoli. The
pre-rRNAs associate with many early-assembly small and large subunit ribosomal proteins, as
well as 5S rRNA which is transcribed outside the nucleolus, together with many non-ribosomal
factors to form a co-transcriptional 90S pre-ribosomal particle. The 90S particle splits into 43S

Figure 1.2 The Drosophila melanogaster ribosomal gene and pre-rRNA processing
intermediates. A single rDNA transcription unit is shown with non-transcribed spacers (NTS),
the external transcribed spacers (ETS), 18S rRNA (hatched bar), internal transcribed spacers
(ITS), 5.8S rRNA, 2S RNA, 28S rRNA (closed bar). Numbers 1-6 indicate the cleavage sites,
and letters a-e indicate the processing intermediates. Two processing pathways (a and b) are
shown. (Adapted from Long and Dawid, 1980)

and 66S pre-ribosomal particles containing the 18S and 28S rRNAs, respectively (FromontRacine et al., 2003). Maturation of the ribosomal rRNA and its assembly into ribosomal subunits
3

involves at least 170 accessory proteins comprising endo- and exo-ribonucleases, putative ATPdependent RNA helicases, ―chaperones‖ or ―assembly factors‖ and many small nucleolar
ribonucleoprotein particles (snoRNPs). This large number is related to the peculiar and elaborate
system of site-specific ribose methylation and pseudouridylation in eukaryotic rRNA. The
specificity of the target site in the rRNA is dictated by hybridization between the small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs) and the pre-rRNA (Fromont-Racine et al., 2003).
The isomerization of uridines to pseudouridines (Ψs) and the methylation of 2′-hydroxyl of
riboses are the most prevalent modifications of nucleotides in rRNAs. The modifications are
directed by two types of snoRNAs, box C/D type for methylation and box H/ACA for
pseudouridylation. Over sixty of each modification type are found in Drosophila melanogaster
(Huang et al., 2005). These modifications are clustered in RNA functional regions, including
peptidyl transferase center and contact regions between the large and small subunits, while these
modifications are absent for ribosomal protein binding regions (Bakin et al., 1994; Decatur and
Fournier, 2002, 2003). It seems that the modifications are more likely to stabilize the rRNA
conformation and to fine-tune ribosome translation activity (Nissen et al., 2000; Ofengand, 2002).
The snoRNAs form complexes with specific integral proteins. For example, the box C/D
snoRNPs contain fibrillarin (yeast Nop1), NAP65 (yeast Nop58), Nop56, and Snu13, and the
box H/ACA snoRNPs contain NAP57 (dyskerin, yeast Cbf5), GAR1, NHP2, and NOP10
(Fromont-Racine et al., 2003). A single enzyme works for each individual modification
(fibrillarin for 2’-O-methylation, and NAP57 for pseudouridylation) while the sequence of the
particular snoRNA within the snoRNP determines the specificity of the modification sites.
Besides the core component proteins of these snoRNPs, several other proteins were reported to
interact with these snoRNPs. Our interest is the Nopp140 protein, a chaperone protein that
associates with both types of snoRNPs (Yang et al., 2000).
4

Nopp140 Overview1
Nucleolar phosphoprotein of 140 kDa (Nopp140) is believed to function as a molecular
chaperone, delivering small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein complexes (snoRNPs) to the nucleolus
where pre-ribosomal RNA is synthesized, cleaved, chemically modified, and assembled into
large and small ribosomal subunits. Orthologs of Nopp140 have been identified in an
evolutionarily wide range of eukaryotes from yeast to human. These homologues share an
amino terminal Lis1 homology (LisH) motif in their amino termini, and a large central domain
consisting of alternating serine-rich acidic motifs and lysine/proline-rich basic motifs. Nopp140
associates preferentially with box H/ACA snoRNPs that guide pseudouridylation of pre-rRNA,
and also with box C/D snoRNPs that guide 2’-O-methylation, but with less affinity. The most
attractive functional hypothesis states that the large central domain of Nopp140 serves as a
scaffold for delivering and positioning the snoRNPs. Nopp140 may be multifunctional in that it
has been shown to participate also in RNA Pol I and RNA Pol II transcription.

Nopp140: Orthologs and Early Reports
Clearly, the majority of work on Nopp140 has been performed by U. Thomas Meier, first
as a post doctoral fellow in Gunter Blobel’s laboratory at Rockefeller University, and then in his
own laboratory at Albert Einstein University. While looking for proteins responsible for nuclearcytoplasmic transport, Meier and Blobel (1990) identified p140 in rat as a protein that could bind
the nuclear localization signal (NLS) of the SV-40 large T antigen. Immuno-fluorescence
microscopy showed that p140, as it was called, localized to the nucleolus, but not to the

1

. Reprinted from Fang He and Patrick DiMario, ―The structure and function of Nopp140 and Treacle,‖ The
Nucleolus (Springer/Kluwer Academic Publisher, New York: 2011), with kind permission of Springer Science and
Business Media.
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nucleoplasm or cytoplasm. Later, Meier and Blobel (1992) deduced the amino acid sequence of
what is now called Nopp140. They verified that antibodies against Nopp140 strongly labeled
nucleoli, but with the better antibody they could detect weaker nucleoplasmic labeling. Colocalization with fibrillarin indicated that p140 localized to the fibrillar regions of the nucleolus.
Injecting fluorescently labeled antibodies directed against Nopp140 into the cytoplasm with the
presence of cyclohexamide to block the nascent protein synthesis caused nucleolar accumulation
of the antibodies, indicating that Nopp140 shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm where
it binds to the antibody and then delivers the antibody to the nucleolus. Nucleo-cytoplasmic
shuttling of Nopp140 was later confirmed by Bellini and Gall (1999).
Nopp140 is conserved among eukaryotes, from yeast to humans. It was actually
observed prior to 1990 (Pfeifle and Anderer, 1984; Pfeifle et al., 1986; Schmidt-Zachmann et al.,
1984). Schmidt-Zachmann et al. (1984) initially characterized the Xenopus ortholog of Nopp140,
which is now called xNopp180 (Cairns and McStay, 1995). The Xenopus protein has an
apparent molecular weight of 180 kDa and a pI of ~4.2; it enriches in nucleoli of oocytes and
somatic cells. Immuno-fluorescence labeling showed that xNopp180 disperses to the cytoplasm
during mitosis (metaphase and anaphase), with no apparent accumulation in the chromosomal
nucleolar organizer regions. XNopp180 rapidly reassembles into reforming nucleoli in telophase.
Immuno-gold labeling showed that the protein localizes to the dense fibrillar component (DFC)
of interphase nucleoli. The 180 kDa Xenopus protein enriched within the phase light cap
(fibrillar) component of segregated nucleoli formed upon actinomycin D treatment which
selectively inhibits rDNA transcription at low concentrations. Of note is the significant
abundance of xNopp180 in residual nucleoli of amphibian erythrocytes that lack RNA Pol I and
rDNA transcription. Its cDNA was isolated from a Xenopus oocyte expression library using
mAb G1C7 (Cairns and McStay, 1995), and the deduced amino acid sequence shows up to 18
6

alternating acidic and basic stretches in the central domain, while the N- and C-terminus shows
50% and 59% identities to the respective regions of rat Nopp140.
Pfeifle and Anderer (1984) described a nucleolar protein of 135 kDa in various mouse
fibroblast, leukemia, and embryonic cell lines by immuno-fluorescence labeling and western blot
analyses. Cross reacting proteins were observed in human cells (128 kDa), chicken cells (130
kDa) and Drosophila culture cells (118 kDa). Pulse labeling of enriched nucleoli from cultured
mouse cells with [32P] demonstrated preferential labeling of the mouse 135 kDa protein with a
phosphoserine/phosphothreonine ratio of 47/1. An interesting point made in this early report is
the apparent dependence of pp135 abundance on the cell cycle, with a greater abundance of
pp135 observed in rapidly dividing cells versus stationary cells. A subsequent paper (Pfeifle et
al., 1986) reported localization of pp135 to NORs during mitosis.
Human Nopp140 was first predicted from cDNA clones that encoded proteins with
sequence similarity to rat Nopp140 (Nomura et al., 1994). Pai et al. (1995) discovered human
p130 when searching for proteins that fluctuated in abundance between interphase and M-phase.
P130 is present in nucleoli of interphase cells, and it is heavily phosphorylated by casein kinase
II (CKII) with hyper-phosphorylation occurring during mitosis, presumably by cyclin-dependent
kinase 1 (Cdk1). While p130 was undetectable by immuno-fluorescence during metaphase, it
localized to pre-nucleolar bodies in telophase, and eventually to the nucleoli in interphase.
Human p130 contains 10 alternating acidic and basic repeat stretches (Fig. 1.3), and it shows 74%
identity to rat Nopp140 (Pai et al., 1995). Interestingly, an isoform of p130 contains an
additional 10 amino acid insertion in the fourth basic region (Pai and Yeh, 1996). Both isoforms
(referred to as p130α and p130β) are co-expressed in various cell types, but the transcript
encoding the β form (with the extra amino acids) is expressed to a lesser extent than the
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transcript encoding the α form. Both transcripts show a significant decrease in abundance upon
cell cycle arrest.
Sequence similarity in the carboxy terminus of Nopp140 has been the criterion for
identifying various orthologs. Srp40 is the S. cerevisiae ortholog of mammalian Nopp140 (Meier,
1996); it consists of two acidic clusters separated by one basic stretch. Its carboxy terminal
domain is 59% identical to that in mammalian Nopp140. Like rat Nopp140, the acidic domains
in Srp40 are rich in Ser residues that are likewise phosphorylated; a GST-Srp40 fusion has a
calculated mass at 69 kDa, but it migrates in SDS gels at 110 kDa. Antibodies directed against
rat Nopp140 cross react with Srp40, which co-localizes with the yeast fibrillarin ortholog, Nop1.
Either the N-terminus or the central domain of Srp40 is sufficient to establish nuclear
localization, while the carboxy-terminal domain alone is not sufficient (Ikonomova et al., 1997).
Deletion of Srp40 retarded yeast growth mildly, and the nucleoli remained morphologically
unaffected. The slight growth defects could be rescued by introducing full length rat Nopp140,
but the large central repeat domain of rat Nopp140 alone seemed to fully restore the growth
defects (Yang and Meier, 2003). Over-expression of Srp40 also resulted in growth arrest.
Although growth defects were observed when Srp40 was under-expressed or over-expressed, no
abnormalities in rRNA transcription/maturation or translocation were detected. These early
results suggested that Srp40 is not critical for pre-ribosome assembly or transport. On the other
hand, Srp40 is necessary for snoRNA localization to the yeast nuclear body, a structure
comparable to the mammalian Cajal body (Verheggen et al., 2001) (see below for a more
detailed discussion of Nopp140’s (Srp40’s) role in snoRNP biogenesis).
A cDNA encoding a Drosophila Nopp140-like protein was originally isolated by
screening a cDNA library prepared from stage 10 egg chambers with a sub-clone encoding the
amino terminal region of Xenopus nucleolin (Waggener and DiMario, 2002). The effort was
8

originally intended to recover Drosophila nucleolin (this was prior to the availability of the
Drosophila genome). The recovered full length Drosophila cDNA, however, encoded a
Nopp140-like protein that contained a large central domain of alternating acidic and basic
domains very similar to the prototypical rat Nopp140, but unlike rat Nopp140, the deduced
Drosophila protein contained a distinctive RGG carboxyl domain. RGG domains are often
found in RNA binding proteins such as fibrillarin, vertebrate nucleolin, and many SR and
hnRNP-type proteins (Lischwe et al., 1985; Nichols et al., 2000; Ochs et al., 1985). With the
availability of the Drosophila genome shortly thereafter, a BLAST search identified conceptual
gene CG7421, now called Nopp140 (Waggener and DiMario, 2002). Two potential translation
products were predicted by alternative splicing: the RGG-containing version that was originally
recovered from the library and a true Nopp140 ortholog with 64 and 65% sequence identity in its
carboxy terminus when compared with the carboxy termini of rat and human Nopp140,
respectively. The two Drosophila isoforms are now referred to as Nopp140-RGG and
Nopp140-True; they share the same amino-terminus and large alternating acidic and basic central
domain, but they differ in their carboxy-terminal domains by alternative splicing (Waggener and
DiMario, 2002). Both proteins contain CKII and Cdk1 phosphorylation sites, and they show
slower than expected mobility on SDS-gels, migrating at approximately 125-127 kDa, while the
calculated mass of both proteins are 72 kDa (Nopp140-RGG) and 70 kDa (Nopp140-True),
respectively. Both proteins localize to nucleoli when expressed in Drosophila Schneider II
culture cells or in transgenic Drosophila embryos, larvae, and adults (McCain et al., 2006).
Interestingly, with the Drosophila genome now well annotated, it appears that Drosophila does
not encode a close homolog of vertebrate nucleolin, the original target of the cDNA library
screen. The existence of Nopp140-RGG in Drosophila suggests that this isoform may have
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similar interactions and perform similar functions as that of vertebrate nucleolin, at least with
respect to its carboxy RGG domain.
Two Nopp140 isoforms were also identified in Trypanosome brucei (Kelly et al., 2006).
TbNopp140 and the TbNopp140-like protein (TbNoLP) share the same central alternating acidic
and basic repeat domain. While the C-terminus of TbNopp140 is similar to the C-terminus of
yeast Srp40, the carboxy terminus of TbNoLP also contains a RGG domain, similar to the
Nopp140-RGG protein in Drosophila. Both Nopp140 isoforms in T. brucei localize to nucleoli,
both are phosphorylated, and interestingly, both can be co-precipitated with antibody directed
against RNA Pol I (Kelly et al., 2006).

Detailed Molecular Structures of Nopp140 Proteins
Figure 1.3 summarizes the linear domain organization of various Nopp140 orthologs.
The amino terminal portion of Nopp140 contains a LisH (Lis1-homology) motif that is generally
accepted to be a dimerization domain (Kim et al., 2004). The LisH motif was originally
described in Lis1 from Mus musculus (residues 6-39). Lis1 is required for normal neuronal
migration during cerebral cortex development; mutations in the human Lis1 gene lead to MillerDieker lissencephaly (―smooth brain‖), a brain defect leading to severe retardation, epilepsy, and
lethality (Emes and Ponting, 2001; Reiner et al., 1993). The LisH motif in human Nopp140
consists of amino acid residues 9-42 in which residues K17, K22, A31 are well conserved in
other LisH motifs (Kim et al., 2004). The LisH motif contains two alpha helices involved with
dimerization; two LisH motifs form a dimer by assembling their alpha helixes into a four-helix
antiparallel bundle (Kim et al., 2004; Mateja et al., 2006). Presence of the LisH motif in the
amino terminus of Nopp140 suggests homo-dimerization or perhaps hetero-dimerization with
another LisH-containing protein.
10

Figure 1.3 Homologues of Nopp140. Sequences of yeast SRP40 (Meier 1996), Drosophila
DmNopp140-True (Waggener and DiMario, 2002), Xenopus xNopp140 (Cairns and McStay,
1995), rat Nopp140 (Meier and Blobel, 1992), human hNopp140 (Pai et al. 1995) were drawn
according to their motifs and domains. Red represents the acidic motifs, blue represents the basic
motifs, brown represents the conserved N-terminal domain of Nopp140s, deep blue represents
the LisH motif for possible dimerization in Nopp140, and green represents the conserved Cterminal domain of Nopp140s.

Mammalian Nopp140 contains a large central domain consisting of 10 repetitive
alternating acidic and basic motifs. Nopp140 is heavily phosphorylated by casein kinase, type II
(CKII) enzymes (Pfeifle and Anderer, 1984), and its pI is quite acidic; for instance, the pI for
Xenopus xNopp180 is ~4.2 (Schmidt-Zachmann et al., 1984). The deduced rat protein is
computationally determined to be 73.4 kDa, but shifts to the apparent weight of 140 kDa on
SDS-gels. The shift of Nopp140 proteins to a higher apparent weight on SDS-gels is likely due
to its extensive phosphorylation and the resulting excessive charge density, much more so than
the additional mass contributed by the phosphates. Dephosphorylation by alkaline phosphatase
dramatically shifts Nopp140 downward on SDS-gels compared to the phosphorylated form
(Cairns and McStay, 1995; Meier and Blobel, 1992). Nopp140 expressed in bacteria can be
phosphorylated extensively by CKII in vitro (Meier, 1996). In fact, rat Nopp140 contains 82
serine residues within the 10 acidic motifs of the central domain; 45 of these serines are
recognizable CKII consensus phosphorylation sites (S/T-X-X-D/E), but once a particular serine
11

is phosphorylated, it serves as the critical acidic residue at the back end of what becomes another
CKII phosphorylation site (Meier and Blobel, 1992). Interestingly, Nopp140 forms a stable
complex with the β regulatory subunit of CKII in vitro and likely in vivo (Li et al., 1997). Thus
the majority of the serine residues within the central domain are probably phosphorylated in vivo.
This phosphorylation is required for Nopp140’s interaction with snoRNPs (see below).
Besides the acidic motifs, the basic motifs within the large central domain of rat Nopp140
contain a total of 19 protein kinase C (PKC) consensus sites (Meier and Blobel, 1992),
suggesting regulation by calcium dependent signaling pathways. Most of these PKC sites also
form Cdk1/cyclin B phosphorylation sites, and as expected, Cdk1/cyclin B phosphorylation of
Nopp140 increases in mitosis, suggesting a link between its M-phase phosphorylation and initial
redistribution to the cytoplasm (Pai et al., 1995). Finally, a protein kinase A (PKA) site resides
in the carboxy terminus of Nopp140 (Chiu et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006b; Meier, 1996).
The carboxy terminus of rat Nopp140 is the most conserved region of the various
Nopp140 proteins described (Meier, 1996). The terminus consists of two identifiable subdomains (NoppCa and NoppCb) encoded by their own exons. This is also the case for the
Nopp140-True isoform in Drosophila (Waggener and DiMario, 2002), thus indicating exon
conservation in Nopp140 gene organization. The precise functions of these carboxy subdomains remain unknown, but their properties in rat Nopp140 have been described (Isaac et al.,
1998). For instance, the PKA phosphorylation site mentioned above is highly conserved (Ser685
in rat Nopp140 and Ser670 in Drosophila Nopp140-True), suggesting that Nopp140 may be a
substrate for signal transduction-mediated phosphorylation cascades that may regulate molecular
interactions within nucleoli or Cajal bodies (Meier, 1996).
An unusual splice-variant found in both Drosophila and Trypanosome contains a RGG
domain near the carboxy terminus instead of the two sub-domains. Similar RGG domains exist
12

in many other RNA-associated proteins, usually near their carboxy termini. These RGG
domains are known to bind RNA either directly or indirectly (Godin and Varani, 2007; Kiledjian
and Dreyfuss, 1992). The arginines within the tripeptide repeats are asymmetrically
dimethylated (reviewed by McBride and Silver, 2001), the domain forms a β-spiral (Ghisolfi et
al., 1992), and it likely binds G-quartet RNA structures (Darnell et al., 2001; Ramos et al., 2003).
Precisely what the RGG domain in the Nopp140 splice variants is doing remains unknown. The
analogous carboxy RGG domain in nucleolin has been reported bind both RNA and protein
(reviewed by Ginisty et al., 1999).

Nopp140’s Nucleolar Locations and Associations
The location of Nopp140 inside nucleoli has been somewhat controversial: early reports
claimed that Nopp140 resides in the dense fibrillar component of interphase cells (Pfeifle et al.,
1986; Schmidt-Zachmann et al., 1984), while later reports (Thiry et al., 2009; Vandelaer and
Thiry, 1998) using different fixation techniques indicated that Nopp140 can be detected in the
fibrillar centers, preferentially on the peripheral edge. There is no significant amount of
Nopp140 in the granular regions or in the nucleoplasm.
The location of Nopp140 during mitosis has been equally controversial. While three
reports (Pfeifle et al., 1986; Vandelaer and Thiry, 1998; Weisenberger and Scheer, 1995)
described the association of Nopp140 with M-phase nucleolar organizer regions (NORs), other
reports claimed that Nopp140 does not localize to the NORs {Schmidt-Zachmann, 1984
#246;Pai, 1995 #236;Dundr, 1997 #249;Tsai, 2008 #528}. The most recent study indicates that
Nopp140 initially localizes to the nucleoplasm in between the chromosomes in prophase, and
that from prometaphase to telophase it redistributes to perichromosomal regions, to nucleolar
derived foci (NDF), and to the cytoplasm, but not to NORs (Thiry et al., 2009). In telophase,
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Nopp140 enters reforming nucleoli without detectable association with pre-nucleolar bodies
(Dundr et al., 1997; Thiry et al., 2009). Similarly, using GFP-Nopp140 as a marker for
nucleologenesis in Drosophila embryogenesis, it was shown that nucleolar formation in stage 13
and 14 blastoderm nuclei occurred without Nopp140’s apparent localization to pre-nucleolar
bodies (McCain et al., 2006). Interestingly, the first cells to form in the Drosophila embryo are
the primordial germ cells (pole cells), but these cells lack nucleoli during the blastoderm stages
due to repressed DNA transcription (Deshpande et al., 2004). Again, GFP-Nopp140 appeared
diffused within the pole cell nuclei during the blastoderm stages. Pole cells form nucleoli within
minutes just as they begin their migration at the start of gastrulation. The dispersed GFPNopp140 coalesced rapidly into the forming nucleoli. Contrary to these studies that showed a
diffuse distribution of Nopp140 prior to nucleologenesis, Baran et al. (2001) showed that
Nopp140 localizes to peripheral patches of nucleolus precursor bodies (NPBs, the peripheral
zones being analogous to pre-nucleolar bodies) in one-, two-, and four-cell mouse embryos, and
that Nopp140 shifts to the cortex of the NPB (analogous to the nucleolar organizer region) as
rDNA transcription resumes in the two-cell embryo (Baran et al., 2001).

Molecular Interactions Indicate Nopp140 Functions
Neither deletion of yeast Srp40 (Meier, 1996), nor the knock-down of Drosophila
Nopp140 (Cui and DiMario, 2007) seemed to alter nucleolar structure. In contrast, overexpression of the two Nopp140 isoforms in Drosophila adversely affected nucleolar structure.
When Drosophila GFP-Nopp140-True was over-expressed in transgenic larvae, the nucleoli
within polyploid cells appeared swollen and disorganized, while over-expression of GFPNopp140-RGG totally disrupted the nucleoli (Cui and DiMario, 2007). Similar findings were
reported for human Nopp140; when over-expressed, full length human Nopp140 caused the
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redistribution of RNA Pol I and largely disrupted nucleolar integrity (Chen et al., 1999). Taken
together, these observations suggest that Nopp140 is not required for nucleolar formation, but its
over-expression disrupts nucleolar integrity and function.
Isaac et al. (1998) carefully examined what roles the individual amino terminal, large
central domain, and the carboxy terminal domains have in nucleolar and Cajal body localization
and retention of Nopp140. The amino terminal domain (NoppN) was expressed as a fusion
(GFP-NLS-HA-NoppN); it localized to the nucleoplasm and the cytoplasm, but it failed to
localize to nucleoli or Cajal bodies. NoppN contains a putative nuclear export signal (NES),
perhaps explaining its cytoplasmic enrichment. Endogenous Nopp140 was not affected by the
over-expression of NoppN, suggesting the N terminus is not critical for possible Nopp140
dimerization.
When over-expressed as a fusion to HA, the conserved C-terminus of Nopp140 (referred
to as HA-NoppC) localized to nuclei, but it acted as a dominant-negative in that it caused the
redistribution of full length Nopp140, the Nopp140-associated protein of 57 kDa (NAP57), and
fibrillarin from nucleoli to nucleoplasmic granules. Nucleolin and the Upstream Binding Factor
(UBF) remained within the nucleoli which maintained their normal structural integrity. Overexpression of NoppC also caused the disassembly of Cajal bodies as judged by the dispersion of
p80 coilin to the nucleoplasm. As described above, the carboxy terminal domains of mammalian
Nopp140 and Drosophila Nopp140-True are encoded by two separate exons. Over-expression of
the individual peptides encoded by the individual exons (NoppCa and NoppCb) of the
mammalian gene caused the same dominant negative phenotypes on nucleoli (redistribution of
nucleolar components) and Cajal bodies (disruption) as did NoppC itself (Isaac et al., 1998).
Interestingly, Isaac et al. (1998, 2001) showed that over-expression of the large central
domain of rat Nopp140 (referred to as NoppR) in COS-1 cells caused the formation of phase15

dark nuclear rings of 0.5-5 µm diameter. They called these structures R-rings. Over-expression
of full-length human Nopp140 can also result in the formation of R-rings (Kittur et al., 2007).
Like NoppC, NoppR caused a dominant negative effect by redistributing endogenous Nopp140,
fibrillarin, NAP57, UBF, and Pol I from nucleoli to the R-rings; however, neither nucleolin nor
B23 were affected. Newly synthesized p80 coilin also localized to R-rings, but other Cajal body
components (e.g. Sm antigens) failed to localize to the R-rings. Subsequent examination of Rrings (Isaac et al., 2001; Kittur et al., 2007) revealed multi-lamellar membrane stacks that appear
identical to the previously described nucleolar channel system (NCS) found only in postovulation human endometrial cells that are receptive to blastoderm implantation (Isaac et al.,
2001; Kittur et al., 2007).
These R-rings apparently form by invagination of the inner nuclear membrane into the
nucleoplasm. Immuno-fluorescence microscopy showed that R-rings form by the accumulation
of the highly charged NoppR in patches on the underside of the nuclear envelope (Kittur et al.,
2007). Kittur et al. (2007) showed that Nopp140 complexes with calcium in a phosphorylation
dependent manner. They then used electron spectroscopic imaging to show that R-ring formation
likely occurs via a calcium-mediated interaction between the multiple phosphates on NoppR and
the inner nuclear membrane. The stacked membranes of the R-rings lie within an electron dense
matrix that contains Nopp140, its complexed calcium, and associated nucleolar components. Rrings are often found in close proximity to the nuclear envelope and nucleoli. Because of their
derivation from the nuclear envelope and thus the ER, R-rings contain a mix of rough and
smooth ER-associated membrane and luminal proteins. These include calnexin, Sec61, the IP3
calcium channel, the receptor for the signal recognition particle, BiP, PDI, HMG-CoA reductase,
glucose-6-phosphatase. R-rings, however, are distinct from the nuclear envelope in that they
lack the lamin associated protein, LAP2, nucleoporin p62, and lamin B. R-rings are
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morphologically indistinguishable from NCSs, and like R-rings, NCSs contain calnexin, BiP,
and glucose-6-phosphatase. NCSs, however, contain less Nopp140 and calcium than do the Rrings. What induces NSC formation, what role NSCs play in the receptive phase of the human
endometrium, and what molecular relationships they may have with nucleoli remain exciting
avenues of exploration.

Nopp140, a Chaperone for Small Nucleolar Ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs)
The first indication that Nopp140 interacts with snoRNPs was the discovery that rat
NAP57 (dyskerin in humans, Cbf5p in yeast) could be co-immuno-precipitated with Nopp140
(Meier and Blobel, 1994). Immuno-fluorescence microscopy showed that NAP57, like Nopp140,
localized to both nucleoli and Cajal bodies, with the localization of NAP57 mostly in the
nucleolar DFCs (Meier and Blobel, 1994). NAP57 is a component of box H/ACA snoRNPs
which consist of four proteins (NAP57, GAR1, NHP2, and NOP10) and one of several box
H/ACA guide RNAs (Ganot et al., 1997; Henras et al., 1998; Lafontaine et al., 1998; Watkins et
al., 1998). Immuno-precipitation of Nopp140 also identified intact RNP complexes that
contained H/ACA guide RNAs (Yang et al., 2000). Box H/ACA RNPs function in site-specific
pseudouridylation that occurs during pre-rRNA processing, pre-mRNA splicing and telomere
maintenance (reviewed by Meier, 2005). In vitro pseudouridylation by box H/ACA snoRNP
complexes occurs in an energy and helicase independent reaction without the association of
Nopp140 (Wang et al., 2002), suggesting that Nopp140 itself is not required for the snoRNP
enzymatic reaction. The functional model as proposed by Wang et al. (2002) states that within
the nucleolus, Nopp140 acts as a scaffold for multiple snoRNPs as they modify the pre-rRNA.
Further, Nopp140’s association with at least the box H/ACA snoRNPs is dependent on its
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extensive CKII phosphorylation, indicating the association between Nopp140 and snoRNPs is
electrostatic and reversible.
Besides box H/ACA RNPs, Nopp140 also associates with C/D box snoRNPs (Yang et al.,
2000) that perform site-specific methylation of the pre-rRNA (Kiss-Laszlo et al., 1996; Nicoloso
et al., 1996; Tollervey et al., 1993). Components of box C/D RNPs include the snoRNA and the
four core proteins, the NHP2L1/15.5 kDa protein, NAP65, Nop56, and fibrillarin, the RNA
methyl-transferase. Fibrillarin and NAP65 were found in Nopp140 immuno-precipitates, but
under less stringent conditions, suggesting that Nopp140’s interactions with C/D box snoRNPs
are not as strong as its interactions with box H/ACA snoRNPs (Yang et al., 2000). In a study to
determine association between Nopp140 and the specific box C/D U3 snoRNP complex,
Nopp140 was found to associate with both precursor and mature U3-containing snoRNPs in
nuclear extracts, but antibodies against U3 snoRNP core proteins (e.g. Nop56, Nop58, fibrillarin)
failed to co-precipitate Nopp140 from nucleolar extracts (Watkins et al., 2004). Watkins et al.
(2004) concluded that Nopp140 along with two other putative assembly factors, TIP48 and
TIP49, participates as a snoRNP biogenesis factor in the nucleoplasmic phase of U3 snoRNP
assembly (perhaps in Cajal bodies, see below), but that Nopp140 does not remain bound to the
mature form of the U3 snoRNP within the nucleolus.
Determining the role of yeast Srp40 in snoRNP biosynthesis/maintenance has been
difficult due to its dependence on the Shm2 (previously called LES2) gene product (Yang et al.,
2000; Yang and Meier, 2003). Shm2 encodes a cytosolic serine hydroxymethyltransferase
involved in one-carbon metabolism, converting tetrahydrofolate (THF) to 5, 10-methylene THF.
The single mutations, srp∆ or shm2, have slight growth defects, and the double mutant can be
rescued by SRP40 expression from a plasmid either from its own endogenous promoter or from
the GAL10 (conditional) promoter (Yang et al., 2000). Depleting Srp40 in the conditional
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double mutant led to reductions of several box H/ACA RNAs (snR3, snR10, snR11, snR42 and
the required snR30), but not the box C/D RNAs U3, U14 and U24 as determined by Northern
analyses (Yang et al., 2000; Yang and Meier, 2003). The observation again indicates that Srp40
is likely to have a greater role for box H/ACA snoRNP interaction/biosynthesis than it does in
box C/D snoRNPs. Loss of box H/ACA snoRNAs by depletion of Srp40 is similar to
phenotypes observed for the loss of individual H/ACA box proteins, Cbf5, Nhp2p, and Nop10p
(Henras et al., 1998; Lafontaine et al., 1998; Watkins et al., 1998).
To further define how Shm2 might interact with Srp40, Yang and Meier (2003) first
showed that the triple mutant strain, srp40∆ shm3 ade3, is synthetic lethal. Like Shm2, ADE3 is
a cytosolic enzyme involved in one-carbon metabolism, producing 5, 10-methylene THF from
formate and THF in three steps. Yang and Meier (2003) showed that SHM2, SRP40 or ADE3
could rescue the triple-synthetic lethality when expressed separately from LEU2 plasmids using
their endogenous promoters. The mechanistic link between Srp40 and the two cytosolic
enzymes involved in one-carbon metabolism is perplexing, but Yang and Meier (2003) showed
that catalytic mutants of Shm2, expressed in the synthetic lethal strain, actually complemented
growth, thus indicating that loss of one–carbon intermediates is not the reason for lethality, and
that Shm2 (and perhaps Ade3) may have secondary, non-catalytic functions related to Srp40.
This possibility was strengthened by over-expressing Lsm5 which partially restored growth of
the triple mutant. As reported by Yang and Meier (2003), a genome wide two-hybrid assay
indicated interaction between Lsm5 and Shm2. Lsm5 normally resides in yeast Sm-like
complexes, and Lsm5 likely has several roles in nuclear RNA (e.g. tRNA) processing. Yang and
Meier (2003) showed that partial growth rescue brought about by extra Lsm5 expression
correlated with partial restorations in box H/ACA snoRNPs snR3 and snR10 abundance. Yang
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and Meier (2003) concluded that Lsm5 links the cytosolic enzyme, Shm2, with box H/ACA
snoRNPs and thus Srp40, but the mechanistic details of these interactions remain unknown.

Nopp140 and Cajal bodies
Isaac et al. (1998) showed that newly synthesized Nopp140 in transfected culture cells
localizes first to the nucleoli and then to Cajal bodies (CBs), suggesting that Nopp140 shuttles
snoRNPs from nucleoli and CBs. Using the Xenopus oocyte system, Bellini and Gall (1999)
showed that shuttling Nopp140 appears simultaneously within nucleoli and CBs as it reenters the
nuclei from the cytoplasm, and they reasoned there may be a difference between newly
synthesized Nopp140 just arriving to the nucleus for the first time (Isaac et al., 1998) versus
mature Nopp140 that shuttles between the nucleolus, CBs and cytoplasm. What these
differences may be remains unknown, but one could easily imagine post-translation extensive
CKII phosphorylation on the mature Nopp140 as a possible determinant for CB localization.
Regardless of the differences, it is now well accepted that Nopp140 is the likely chaperone for
snoRNPs between CBs and nucleoli.
Most snoRNAs are encoded as introns, and they assemble into snoRNPs without ever
leaving the nucleus. Conversely, snoRNAs U3, U8, and U13 are transcribed from their own
genes by RNA Pol II and thus have an initial m7G cap, but they too remain in the nucleus where
their caps become trimethylated, and where they too assemble into snoRNPs prior to their
delivery to the nucleolus (Boulon et al., 2004; Narayanan et al., 1999; Verheggen et al., 2002).
The Cajal body (CB) is the nuclear compartment associated with spliceosomal assembly, preassembly of transcription complexes, and the processing of snoRNAs (reviewed by Nizami et al.,
2010). Meier and Blobel (1994) first found Nopp140 in CBs by immuno-fluorescence. This was
later confirmed by immuno-electron microscopy with the co-localization of Nopp140 and p80
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coilin (Vandelaer and Thiry, 1998), the marker protein for CBs (see Nizami et al., 2010).
Nopp140 can interact with the amino terminus of p80 coilin (Isaac et al., 1998); however, the
retention time of Nopp140 in CBs is shorter than that of p80 coilin or the survival of motor
neuron (SMN) protein. In fact, Nopp140’s transit time in CBs is similar to the transit times for
snoRNP proteins GAR1 (found in box H/ACA snRNPs) and fibrillarin (found in box C/D
snoRNPs), suggesting an interaction between Nopp140 and these snoRNPs perhaps for their
biogenesis or remodeling while in the CBs (Dundr et al., 2004).
Other studies have examined either the appropriate levels of Nopp140 required for CB
integrity, or the localization of Nopp140 to CBs that are depleted of other known constituents.
For instance, when over-expressed, the dominant negative NoppC described above disrupts CBs
(Isaac et al., 1998). Conversely, depletion of yeast Srp40 disrupts the nucleolar body which may
be the yeast complement of the metazoan Cajal body (Isaac et al., 1998; Verheggen et al., 2001).
Lemm et al. (2006) described the RNAi knockdown of SMN or hTGS1 (the methyltransferase that further methylates m7G caps to yield 2,2,7-trimethyl G caps on U snRNAs and
snoRNAs), and showed that residual coilin-containing nuclear foci retained snoRNP proteins
fibrillarin and Nop58. Lemm et al. (2006) also reported (but did not show) that Nop56 and
Nopp140 were found in similar residual coilin-containing foci. They concluded that factors
necessary for snoRNP assembly localize to a subclass of coilin-containing nuclear foci that still
form in absence of hTGS1 or SMN.
In a pivotal paper, Renvioise et al. (2009) showed an inverse correlation between
Nopp140 levels in CBs within spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) fibroblasts and the severity of the
disease, suggesting the survival of motor neuron (SMN) protein is required for Nopp140
localization within CBs. SMA is a neuronal degenerative disease marked by low levels of the
SMN (for review, see Lorson et al., 2010); SMN is required for snRNP biogenesis both in the
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cytoplasm and in CBs (Carvalho et al., 1999). Since SMN interacts with fibrillarin and GAR1
(Jones et al., 2001; Pellizzoni et al., 2001), it may also function in snoRNP assembly or
maturation. Localization of Nopp140 to CBs is significantly reduced in SMA cells, and this
reduction is correlated with reduced levels of box H/ACA snoRNP proteins, GAR1 and
NAP57/dyskerin, in CBs. Renvioise et al. (2009) showed that Nopp140 localizes to CBs in
nearly all (96%) COS cells that had been transiently transfected to over-express wild type SMN,
while a reduced number (56%) of non-transfected control cells contained Nopp140 within their
CBs. Three SMN mutants (SMN472∆5, SMNex∆7, and SMNE134K) displayed progressively
severe phenotypes, and they reduced the accumulation of Nopp140 in CBs to correspondingly
greater extents (Renvoise et al., 2009). RNAi knockdown of SMN in control fibroblasts also
reduced Nopp140 levels in the CBs, while over-expression of wild type SMN in primary SMA
cells restored Nopp140 levels in the CBs. Although Nopp140 has been shown to interact directly
with p80 coilin (Isaac et al., 1998), it is now clear that wild-type SMN is required for the
accumulation of Nopp140 within Cajal bodies. The precise function of Nopp140 in CBs remains
unknown, but it is becoming increasingly clear that Nopp140 may act with SMN in vital aspects
of snoRNP biogenesis or remodeling within the CBs. In the least, Nopp140 can now be used as
a CB marker to gauge the severity of SMA (Renvoise et al., 2009).

Nopp140 as a Transcription co-activator
Intriguing studies indicate that Nopp140 acts as a transcription co-activator for at least
one Pol II gene (Lee et al., 1996; Miau et al., 1997). A CCAAT-enhancer binding protein
(C/EBP) family member transcription factor, AGP/EBP (C/EBP), was previously known to
induce the acute phase response 1-acid glycoprotein (AGP) gene. In searching for other factors
that co-activate the AGP gene, Miau et al. (1997) identified Nopp140 by co-immuno22

precipitation with AGP/EBP followed by liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry
(LC/MS/MS). Control experiments verified that Nopp140 actually associated with AGP/EBP in
a defined complex rather than to the AGP/EBP antibody. Co-transfection of BHK cells with a
reporter construct, AGP-CAT, and either CMV-Nopp140 or CMV-Nopp140-Reverse showed
enhanced CAT activity only with Nopp140 expression. Since there are no known nucleic acid
binding domains in vertebrate Nopp140, its co-activation of AGT-CAT must be via interaction
with identifiable DNA-binding transcription factors. To verify this possibility, Miau et al. (1997)
co-transfected CMV-Nopp140 and CMV-AGP/EBP expression plasmids along with the reporter
plasmid and showed that both Nopp140 and AGP/EBP interact synergistically to activate
expression of the AGP-CAT reporter gene. Functional CAT assays using deletions for both
Nopp140 and AGP/EBP initially suggested that the carboxy terminal portion of Nopp140
(residues 347-704) is required to interact with the amino-terminal portion of AGP/EBP (residues
21-151). The authors initially concluded that Nopp140 bound to AGP/EBP by way of these
identified regions as AGP/EBP bound to its three cognate DNA elements within the AGP
promoter region. Further work revealed that Nopp140’s role in co-activation of AGP-CAT is
mediated by an additional interaction between Nopp140 and TFIIB. Specifically, the carboxy
terminal portion of Nopp140 is critical for its in vitro interaction with TFIIB. The main
conclusion of the 1997 paper is that synergistic activation of AGT-CAT reporter gene is via a
Nopp140-AGP/EBP-TFIIB ternary complex. The one caveat in these experiments is the possible
over-expression of Nopp140 and AGP/EBP from strong CMV promoters. A follow up report
(Chiu et al., 2002) found that protein kinase A (PKA) phosphorylates rat Nopp140 at Ser113,
Ser627, and Ser628. Nopp140 phosphorylated by PKA activates AGP gene expression in a
synergistic manner with cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) and C/EBPβ, while a
mutant version of Nopp140 devoid of the site Ser627 could not achieve this synergistic activation.
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Nopp140 also has a putative role in Pol I transcription. Chen et al. (1999) immunoprecipitated endogenous human Nopp140 from CEM and HeLa cells and showed by SDS-PAGE
and mass spectroscopy that the 190 kDa subunit of RNA Pol I co-precipitated. The other protein
that co-precipitated was the alpha subunit of CKII, suggesting that Nopp140, CKII and Pol I
form a complex. They reported the same co-precipitation using anti-FLAG to pull down
exogenously expressed FLAG-Nopp140. As other reports documented (Pfeifle et al., 1986;
Schmidt-Zachmann et al., 1984), Chen et al. (1999) showed Nopp140 co-localizes with Pol I in
dot-like structures within the nucleolar DFCs, suggesting a potential interaction. Actinomycin Dmediated segregation of nucleoli maintained similar co-localizations between Nopp140 and Pol I.
With low level expression, FLAG-Nopp140 localized to similar dot-like structures within the
DFCs, but over-expression of FLAG-Nopp140 clearly disrupted nucleolar morphology,
producing large hypertrophied nucleoli. With this over-expression, nucleolin redistributed to the
nucleoplasm while Pol I and fibrillarin remained associated with the FLAG-Nopp140 in the
enlarged nucleoli, again suggesting possible interactions. Chen et al. (1999) went on to use a
Nopp140 deletion series and co-immuno-precipitation to show that the region spanning residues
204-382 (middle portion of the large central domain) interacts with RPA194, the large subunit of
Pol I. Exogenous expression of this Nopp140 region (residues 204-383) now tagged with FLAG
and a NLS appeared to displace endogenous Pol I in a dominant negative fashion. Overexpression of full length Nopp140 or Nopp140 depleted for its carboxy half (Nopp140N382, still
containing residues 204-382) resulted in segregation of nucleoli and a block in Pol I transcription
as measured by Br-UTP incorporation, similar to the effects of actinomycin D. Chen et al. (1999)
concluded that Nopp140N382 competed in a dominant negative fashion with endogenous
Nopp140 for Pol I. This was the first description of Nopp140 affecting rRNA transcription.
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Yang et al. (2000) then showed that expression of just the conserved carboxy tail of
Nopp140 (NoppC) displaced endogenous Nopp140 from nucleoli and blocked Pol I transcription
as monitored by BrUTP incorporation. Interestingly, Pol I remained in position within these
nucleoli. Kelly et al. (2006) also co-precipitated both isoforms of Nopp140 in Trypanosome
using an antibody against Pol I, adding more validity to the possibility that Nopp140 directly
interacts with Pol I as a transcription factor in rDNA transcription. One of the most interesting
hypotheses put forth regarding Nopp140 is that its association with Pol I could provide a
molecular link between pre-rRNA transcription and processing, perhaps providing a feedback
mechanism to regulate Pol I transcription when ribosome production is perturbed (Chen et al.,
1999; Yang et al., 2000).

Drosophila Nopp140 Gene and Organismal Depletion of Nopp140
To study the roles of Nopp140 at the organismal level, RNAi-mediated depletion of
Nopp140 in Drosophila was performed in our lab (Cui and DiMario, 2007). GAL4 induction of
various UAS-driven, RNAi-encoding transgenes produced variable amounts of siRNA directed
toward the 5’ end of Nopp140 transcripts as measured by RT-PCR. Depletions of Nopp140
transcripts by 50% or greater lead to late larval and pupal lethality, but a partial depletion of 30%
permitted adults to survive. These adults, however, displayed deformed wings, legs, and cuticles.
These defects were reminiscent of craniofacial malformations associated with the human
Treacher Collins syndrome due to the loss of the related nucleolar protein, treacle. The initial
results suggested that larval diploid precursor cells (imaginal disc cells that generate legs and
wings and larval histoblasts that generate the cuticle) have higher demands for ribosome
biogenesis and are thus more sensitive to ribosome loss. Since these initial studies, Nopp140specific siRNAs were expressed in only the larval wing discs using a wing disc-specific GAL4
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driver. This allows the larvae to survive as their wing discs were analyzed for phenotypes
generated by the loss of Nopp140. Unpublished preliminary results clearly show abundant anticaspase 3 labeling in wing discs depleted for Nopp140. Loss of imaginal wing disc cells by
apoptosis is thus the most likely explanation for the morphological defects observed in the adult
wings due to loss of Nopp140. Preliminary data also indicates that terminally differentiated
larval polyploidy cells (i.e. larval midgut cells) respond differently to the loss of Nopp140 by
initially inducing autophagy rather than apoptosis. Finally, the apoptosis observed in the diploid
imaginal tissues appears to be induced by a p53-independent pathway (Wichmann et al., 2006;
Wichmann et al., 2010). How different cells respond to the loss of ribosomes may prove to be
much more complicated than originally anticipated.
This thesis describes the further work on the Nopp140 gene. The initial approach utilized
the flipase-introduced recombination between piggyBac transposons inserted into the fly
genomes such that they flank the Nopp140 gene (Parks et al., 2004; Thibault et al., 2004).
Recombination between these FRT-bearing transposons deletes the Nopp140 gene. In
Drosophila, the Nopp140 gene resides on the left arm of the third chromosome, in cytological
location 78F4 (Figure 1.4). The genes upstream and downstream of Nopp140 are CG7148 and
CG7145, respectively. The recombination of the two piggyBac elements (PBac{RB}e01407 and
PBac{WH}f04633) upstream and downstream of Nopp140 gene would delete Nopp140 to
produce the Nopp140 deficient chromosome (Chapter 2). Since PBac{WH}f04633 inserted into
the 3’ coding region of the downstream gene, CG7145, the phenotypes induced solely by the
PBac{WH} insertion were carefully studied to differentiate its phenotypes and those generated
by the deficiency of Nopp140 gene (Chapter 3).
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Figure 1.4 Cytological map of the Drosophila Nopp140 gene. Upstream gene CG7148 and
downstream gene CG7145 are shown in dark blue. The Nopp140 gene is shown in light blue.
The Transcript and coding sequences (CDS) of Nopp140 gene and CG7145 are shown. Nopp140
gene splicing variants to produce Nopp140-True (Nopp140-RB and –RD) and Nopp140-RGG
(Nopp140-RA) are shown below the genomic region. The two piggyBac transposons
PBac{RB}e01407 and PBac{WH}f04633 are shown at the bottom, and their insertion sites in the
genome are shown with red asterisks on the top. The pBac{WH}fo4633 insertion is located in the
3’ coding sequence of CG7145 gene (image adapted from www.flybase.net).
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CHAPTER 2: THE PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF DROSOPHILA
DEFICIENT FOR THE NOPP140 GENE
Introduction
Ribosome biogenesis is a complex process that occurs mainly in the nucleolus. Pre-rRNA
molecules are transcribed from rDNA clusters, modified, cleaved to mature 18S, 5.8S, and 28S
forms, and assembled with ribosomal proteins into large and small ribosomal subunits that are
exported to the cytoplasm (reviewed in Hadjiolov, 1985). Many non-ribosomal proteins are
involved in these processes, including Nucleolar phospho-protein of 140 kDa (Nopp140).
Nopp140 is a heavily phosphorylated protein conserved among eukaryotic cells from yeast to
humans (Cairns and McStay, 1995; Meier, 1996; Pai et al., 1995; Pfeifle et al., 1986; Waggener
and DiMario, 2002). The Nopp140 protein contains three distinct regions: the amino- and
carboxy-domains and the central region that contains serine-rich acidic motifs alternating with
proline and lysine- rich basic motifs (Meier, 1996; Meier and Blobel, 1992). The three
dimensional structure of Nopp140 has not been determined yet, but amino acid compositional
bias toward hydrophilic and charged amino acids indicates that Nopp140 may present a natively
unfolded structure, which may closely correlate with its many putative functions (Fink, 2005;
Kim et al., 2006b).
The functions of Nopp140 are largely deduced from its localizations and its interactions
with other proteins. Nucleoli and the Cajal body are two nuclear organelles that contain Nopp140
during interphase (Isaac et al., 1998; Vandelaer and Thiry, 1998), while in mitosis, Nopp140
disperses to the cytoplasm until telophase when it re-associates with forming nucleoli of
daughter cells. Its close association with functional nucleoli suggests its roles in ribosome
biogenesis (Dundr et al., 1997; Thiry et al., 2009). The presence of Nopp140 in Cajal bodies also
suggests it may participate in small Cajal body RNA (scaRNA) modifications (Isaac et al., 1998).
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In accordance with its location in the nucleoli, Nopp140 was demonstrated to bind a variety of
proteins to affect ribosome biosynthesis at various levels. Nopp140 binds to box H/ACA and box
C/D ribonucleoprotein complexes both in nucleoli and in Cajal bodies, strongly suggesting that
Nopp140 participates in pre-RNA processing and modification (Meier and Blobel, 1994; Yang et
al., 2000); reviewed in (Meier, 2005). Nopp140 also interacts with RNA polymerase I,
suggesting that it may also participate in rDNA transcription as a binding partner for basal Pol I
transcription factors. Overexpression of wildtype Nopp140 or the truncated form Nopp140
(Nopp140N382) leads to the mislocalization of RNA polymerase I and altered nucleolar
structure (Chen et al., 1999). Furthermore, Nopp140 was shown to bind to the RNA Pol II
transcription factor AGP/EBP and the general basal transcription factor TFIIB, and to be
phosphorylated by PKA, all to mediate 1-AGP gene expression during innate immune acute
phase response (Chiu et al., 2002; Miau et al., 1997).
In Drosophila, Nopp140 is a single copy gene on chromosome 3 in cytogenetic region
87F4. The primary gene transcript produces two splicing variants, namely Nopp140-True and –
RGG (Waggener and DiMario, 2002). Both products share the first two exons that encode the
amino terminal domain and the large central domain, respectively. Alternative splicing of three
potential exons generates distinct carboxy domains for Nopp140-True and –RGG. Nopp140True shares high sequence similarity with human Nopp140 for the entire sequence, while the
carboxy terminal domains of Nopp140-RGG is enriched with RGG repeats, a motif often found
in RNA-binding proteins, such as nucleolin and fibrillarin (Ginisty et al., 1999; Ochs et al., 1985).
Why Drosophila has two Nopp140 isoforms is not clear yet; Trypanosomes also has two
isoforms, a canonical Nopp140 (TbNopp140) and a Nopp140-like protein (TbNoLP) which
contains a C-terminal domain enriched with RGG repeats (Kelly et al., 2006).
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To better define the function of Nopp140, our laboratory previously showed that a 50%
decrease of Nopp140 transcripts by RNAi knockdown leads to late larval and pupal lethality,
while a moderate 30% decrease produced adult flies with developmental abnormalities in bristles,
wings, legs, and cuticular tergites. The malformations are likely due to the loss of functional
ribosomes in larval imaginal discs and histoblasts (Cui and DiMario, 2007). In order to further
understand the function of Nopp140 in terms of ribosome biogenesis and the effects on normal
development when depleted, we generated flies deleted for the Nopp140 gene, and studied the
resulting phenotypes to reveal the molecular functions of Nopp140.

Materials and Methods
Fly Stocks and Generation of Nopp140-/- flies
Unless indicated otherwise, fly stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center
at Indiana University. Strains used in this study included the w1118 line (Bloomington stock
#3605) which is used as wild type in these studies, the second chromosome balancer stock w*/w*;
Sp1/CyO originally from W. M. Saxton (Indiana University), the second chromosome GFPmarked balancer stock w-/w-; Pin1/CyO, P{Gal4-Kr.C},P{USAT-GFP.S65T} (Bloomington stock
#5194, abbreviated here simply as CyO-GFP), the third chromosome balancer stock w–/w–;
ScmEt50 e/TM3 Sb1, Ser (abbreviated as Et50/TM3) originally from J. A. Simon (University of
Minnesota), the third chromosome balancer stock w-/w-; Sb1/Tm3, Ser, Act-GFP (Bloomington
stock #4534, abbreviated here simply as TM3-GFP), and the flipase stock P{hsFLP}1, y1, w1118,
DrMio/TM3, ry* Sb1 (Bloomington stock #7). The homozygous daughterless-GAL4 driver line is
Bloomington stock 8641. The CG7145f04633/TM6 and the Nopp140e01407/e01407 stocks were
obtained from the Exelecis collection at Harvard University. The transgenic flies bearing hsp-
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GFP-Nopp140-RGG or hsp-GFP-Nopp140-True were prepared by McCain et al. (2006). Flies
were maintained on standard fly food at room temperature (22-24o C).
The generation of the Nopp140 gene deletion was as described (Parks et al., 2004). Briefly,
the male flies from line e01407 bearing the PiggyBac element RB(+) transposon just 410 bp
upstream of Nopp140 coding regions were crossed to female flies homozygous for heat-shock
promoter driven flipase gene (hs-FLP) on the X chromosomes (Figure 2.1A). Progeny males
carrying both hs-FLP and the RB(+) element were crossed to female f04633 flies which have
another PiggyBac element WH(-) transposon positioned in the downstream gene CG7145. Fortyeight hours after crossing, the parents and progeny were subjected to an hour heat-shock at 37oC.
Seventy-two hours after crossing, the parents were removed and the progeny larvae were
subjected to one hour heat-shock treatment at 37oC daily for four days. The progeny larvae were
raised to adults and the virgin females were selected and crossed to third chromosome balancer
Et50/TM3 flies. The resulting heterozygous progeny were examined for recombination events by
genomic PCR, looking for the hybrid transposon (Figure 2.1A). Similar progeny were crossed to
TM3-GFP balancer lines to establish homozygous knock-out larvae (Figure 2.1B). Since the
WH(-) transposon in the parental fly line f04633 resides in the 3’ coding region of CG7145 gene,
homozygous larvae (CG7145f04633/f04633) were used as controls in addition to the w1118 (wildtype)
larvae to differentiate the phenotypes related to the WH(-) insertion versus the phenotypes linked
to the Nopp140 deletion.
Genomic PCR
Genomic DNA was extracted according to the protocol provided by the Berkeley
Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) (http://www.fruitfly.org/about/methods/inverse.pcr.html).
Two-sided PCR and hybrid PCR strategies were both applied to detect the chromosome
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A

B

Figure 2.1 Strategies to generate Nopp140-/- flies. A. Generation of heterozygotic Nopp140stock balanced over the TM3 chromosome. B. Generation of homozygotic Nopp140-/- larvae
from heterozygotes balanced over the GFP-bearing TM3 balancer chromosome (TM3-GFP).
Closed triangles represent the RB(+) transposon insertion upstream of the Nopp140 gene; open
triangles represent the WH(-) transposon insertion downstream of the Nopp140 gene, and the
hybrid triangles represent the recombinant transposon denoting the deletion of Nopp140. The
red blocks represent the Nopp140 gene. Progeny larvae in B are either homozygous for
Nopp140-/- (No GFP, shown with white arrow) or heterozygous for Nopp140- and TM3-GFP
(displaying GFP).
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deletion resulting from recombination between the two PiggyBac elements (Parks et al., 2004).
The forward and reverse PCR primers for the left arm of the recombinant chromosome were 5’CAGATCCAGTTGCTCGTAGGCATGG-3’ and 5’-CATCGCTTTGCAGAAGAGCAGAGAG3’. The forward and reverse PCR primers for the right arm of the recombinant chromosome were
5’-TGACAATGTTCAGTGCAGAGACTCG-3’ and 5’CAGCGTTTCTGGGTGAGCAAAAACAG. The PCR primer for the hybrid PCR was the same
from either direction, the sequence is 5’-GACGCATGATTATCTTTTACGTGAC-3’. The
primers for Nopp140 genomic PCR were 5’-CAGATCCAGTTGCTCGTAGGCATGG-3’ and
5’-CTGTCAATGCAGCGGGTATTCTTCC-3’. The polymerase used to amplify the 6.1 kb
hybrid PCR product was the Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (Finnzymes, Espoo,
Finland).
RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from control (w1118 and CG7145f04633/f04633) larvae and from
Nopp140 deleted larvae using TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer's
recommendations. The RNA was dissolved in diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) treated water. Firststrand cDNA synthesis was performed using oligo d(T) or specific primers and SuperScript III
Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Specific
primer sets for the RT-PCRs were as follows: Nopp140 forward and reverse primers were 5'CTAGCCAAGGTTTTCCAGCAGAAGAC-3' and 5'-GCTGGCTTAGTCTCCTCATCGGAG-3'.
Actin 5C (Act5C) forward and reverse primers were 5'CTCACCTATAGAAGACGAAGAAGTTGCTGCTCT-3' and 5'CTAACTGTTGAATCCTCGTAGGACTTCTCCAACG-3', and ribosomal protein L32 gene
(RpL32) forward and reverse primers were 5'-GTTGTGCACCAGGAACTTCTTGAATCCG-3'
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and 5'-CTTCCAGCTTCAAGATGACCATCCGC-3'. The rDNA insertion type I retrotransposon
(R1) forward and reverse primers were 5’-CGCTAAGGATTGTGTCTTGGGACAG-3’ and 5’CAGCGATTTTAGCAGCAGTGGAAAC-3’, respectively. The rDNA insertion type II
retrotransposon (R2) forward and reverse primers were 5’ATGATGTGCGGAAGGGGAATTTTAC-3’ and 5’-TTTGCTGTGAGCTCAAGGTGGTTTC3’, respectively.

Northern Blotting
Total RNAs were extracted as described above, and 5 to 20 g of total RNAs were
separated by agarose gel and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane for hybridization. The probe
specific for pre-rRNA was amplified from genomic rDNA at the ITS-1 region (Figure 1.2) using
the primer pair as described (Chan et al., 2001); the sequences of forward and reverse primers are
5’-TTCACGATGAACTTGGAATTCCC-3’ and 5’-CAGCATGGACTGCGATATGCG-3’,
respectively. The probe specific for R1and R2 were amplified from genomic DNA. The
sequences of forward and reverse primers for R1 were 5’CGCTCGTGGACATAGTGCGAAGAAC-3’ and CTACGACTCCTAGGCTGCGGAAAC-3’,
respectively; the sequences of forward and reverse primers for R2 were 5’GGGGTATTTGAGAGCAGAGGGGGAG-3’ and 5’TTCGACTGTTCGAAGGGAGTGATTGG-3’, respectively. The probe specific for Actin-5C
was prepared from genomic DNA using the same primer pair mentioned above for RT-PCR.
Immunofluorescence Microscopy
Antibodies used in this study included the polyclonal guinea pig anti-Nopp140-RGG (Cui
and DiMario, 2007), the polyclonal Alexa fluor-546-conjugated goat anti-guinea pig IgG
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(Molecular probes, Cat. No. A11074), the monoclonal mouse anti-fibrillarin 72B9 (Reimer et al.,
1987), the polyclonal Alexa fluor-488-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Molecular probes, Cat.
No. A10667), the monoclonal mouse anti-BrdU (Biolegend, San Diego, CA, Cat. No. 317901),
and the polyclonal goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated with fluorescein (Pierce, Rockford, IL, Cat.
No. 31561). Larval tissue at specified stages were dissected in Buffer B (16.7 mM
KH2PO4/K2HPO4, 75 mM KCl, 25 mM NaCl, 3.3 mM MgCl2, pH 6.8) containing 2%
paraformaldehyde as fixative. After 10 minutes fixation, samples were washed and probed with
primary and secondary antibodies according to (de Cuevas et al., 1996). Samples were then
counter-stained with 4’,6’-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Polysciences) at 1 µg/ml and
examined by conventional fluorescence microscopy using Zeiss Axioskop equipped with a
SPOT RTSE digital camera, or by confocal microscopy using a Leica TSC SP2 system.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
For TEM analysis, tissues from larvae with specified genotypes at day 6 post egg laying
(pel) were dissected and fixed in fresh 2% glutaraldehyde, 1% formaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate
buffer, pH 7 for 1 hr, and then rinsed overnight in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7, containing
0.004 M glycine. Tissue samples were post fixed with 2% osmium tetroxide for 1 hr, rinsed
twice with water, 5 mins each, and then stained with 0.5% uranyl acetate in the dark for 1 hr.
Samples were dehydrated through 100% ethanol, and finally embedded in LR White plastic.
Thin sections were stained with Reynold’s lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) and viewed with a JEOL
100CX transmission electron microscope.
BrU Labeling for Nascent RNA Synthesis
Tissues from larvae with specified genotypes at day 6 pel were dissected and labeled
according to the described method of Chang et al. (2000). Briefly, tissues were dissected in TB1
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buffer (15 mM HEPES, pH 6.8, 80 mM KCl, 16 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1% PEG 6000) in
depression slides. After dissection, tissues were changed to incorporation buffer containing 10
mM BrU (95% of TB1 buffer with 5% of 200 mM BrU). After 30 minutes, tissues were
transferred to TB1 buffer again to allow 15 minutes of chase. Tissues were then fixed in 50%
acetic acid/3.7% formaldehyde for 15 mins. Tissues were then immune-stained with mouse
monoclonal anti-BrdU antibody and Fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody.
Primer Extension Analysis to map 2’-O-methylation and Pseudouridine
Reverse transcription based mapping of 2’-O-methyaltion and pseudouridylation sites was
performed as described (Deryusheva and Gall, 2009). The primer for mapping modification sites
on the 18S rRNA was: 5’-TATTTGAGTCTCGTTCGTTATCGG-3’, and the primer for mapping
modification sites on the 28S rRNA was: 5’-CCGCTAATTATTCCAAGCCCG-3’. Primers were
labeled with 5-HEX (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) on the 5’ end, and 5 pmol of
5’-HEX-oligo was used for each reaction. To map 2’-O-methylation sites, we performed primer
extension from 5 g of total RNA with a low deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP)
concentration set at 0.008 mM (Maden et al., 1995). Sequencing reactions were performed with
0.5 mM dNTP plus the specific additional 0.5 mM ddNTP in each reaction. To map
pseudouridine, we modified total RNA with CMC (N-cyclohexyl-N’-(2-morpholinoethyl)
carbodiimide metho-p-toluene sulphonate; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, Cat. No. C1011) and 5
g of modified total RNAs were used for each reaction (Bakin and Ofengand, 1993). The
extension procedures were as described (Wilkinson et al., 2006). The reaction products were
separated on a 10% urea acylamide gel and scanned by a Typhoon 6800 Variable Mode Imager
(Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).
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Results
Deletion of the Nopp140 Gene
We showed previously that a substantial depletion of Nopp140 mRNA (>50%) leads to
lethality in the third-instar larval and pupal stages, while a moderate loss of Nopp140 mRNA
(~30%) leads to deformed wings, legs, and cuticular tergites, mimicking the Minute syndrome
often seen in ribosomal protein-related mutations (Cui and DiMario, 2007). To further
understand the roles of Nopp140 in Drosophila development, and especially in the ribosome
biosynthesis, we depleted the Nopp140 gene by flipase-assisted piggyBac element recombination
(Parks et al., 2004). The piggyBac-bearing parental line, e01407, contains a RB(+) element just
410 bps upstream of Nopp140 gene, while the piggyBac-bearing fly line f04633 contains the
closest WH(-) element with the correct orientation downstream of Nopp140 gene (Figure 1.4).
Since the WH(-) element in the f04633 fly line resides in the 3’ coding sequence of the
downstream CG7145 gene, the homozygous larvae (CG7145f04644/f04633) of this parental line were
used together with w1118 larvae as controls to differentiate the phenotypes specific to the deletion
of Nopp140 gene. After flipase-induced recombination, we recovered around 75 lines that
possibly carried the Nopp140 deletion, and they were balanced with the TM3 chromosome to
establish heterozygous stocks (Figure 2.1A).
We examined the putative deletion lines with two-sided PCR and hybrid PCR to confirm
the presence of the resulting recombinant transposon (i.e. the deleted Nopp140 gene). We found
10 lines that contained the predicted recombinant transposon. The representative genomic PCRs
from 3 out of the 10 Nopp140 deletion lines (heterozygous lines KO107, KO121, KO127) are
shown in the top panel of Figure 2.2A. These lines were balanced with the TM3-GFP
chromosome. Homozygous Nopp140-/- larvae, negative for GFP fluorescence, were hand
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selected from their green heterozygous (Nopp140-/TM3-GFP) siblings under a Lumar
fluorescence steroscope (Figure 2.1B). Genomic PCRs were performed with primer pairs
flanking the Nopp140 gene promoter to generate an 800 bp product. As shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 2.2A, Nopp140-/- larvae failed to amplify the expected 800 bp product, indicating
that the Nopp140 gene was deleted from the genome. Since all three Nopp140 deletion lines
showed the same larval growth arrest as homozygotes, subsequent experiments were performed
using only line KO121.

Figure 2.2 Genomic PCR and RT-PCR of Nopp140-/- larvae. A: Upper panel: genomic PCR
from control and heterzygotic Nopp140 deficient adults with primers flanking the hybrid
transposon. Lower panel: genomic PCR for the homozygous Nopp140-/- larvae with primers
flanking Nopp140 5’ promoter sequences. B: RT-PCR of day 3 pel control larvae and Nopp140-/homozygous larvae.

To confirm the loss of Nopp140 gene expression, we performed a RT-PCR using control
and Nopp140-/- larvae three days post egg laying (pel). The mRNA levels for Nopp140 were
diminished in the Nopp140-/- larvae, the faint band seen in the knockout lane may be due to
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maternal Nopp140 mRNA. We took the larvae at day 4 PEL stage, and probed with antibody
against the Nopp140-RGG isoform which clearly labeled the nucleoli of midgut cells in control
larvae, while there was no anti-Nopp140 signal at all in the Nopp140-/- larvae (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Nopp140-/- larvae showed no anti-Nopp140 protein labeling in the nucleoli. Midgut
tissues from control and Nopp140-/- larvae were probed with antibody against Nopp140-RGG
(left panels) and counter-stained with DAPI (middle panels). The overlay of both antibody and
DAPI staining is shown in the right panels. Calibration bars: 100 m.
Taken together, recombination of the two transposons, one upstream and the other downstream
of Nopp140 gene, from the parental line e01407 and f04633 successfully produced fly lines
deleted for the Nopp140 gene, and neither Nopp140 mRNA nor Nopp140 protein were expressed
in the resulting Nopp140-/- larvae.
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Nopp140-/- Larvae Showed Growth Arrest at the Second Instar Stage
To monitor the development of Nopp140-/- larvae, GFP-negative embryos (Figure 2.1B)
were hand selected and allowed to develop on yeasted-food plates. As shown in Figure 2.4A,
wildtype larvae and CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae continued to grow within the 6 day pel, while the
Nopp140-/- larvae stopped growth after day 3.
We checked the number of ―teeth‖ in the mouth hooks of day 6 w1118 and
CG7145f04633/f04633 control larvae to confirm the stage of development, and we found that both
control lines have 8-10 teeth on the mouth hooks (top and middle panels in Figure 2.4B),
indicating they had reached the third instar larval stages, while at day 10 pel, Nopp140-/- larvae
still had only 2-3 teeth in the mouth hooks (bottom panel in Figure 2.4B), indicating that the
Nopp140-/- larvae were arrested in second instar stage.
The survival ratio at each developmental stage was also recorded and normalized to w1118
wildtype (Figure 2.5). CG7145f04633/f04633 and Nopp140-/- embryos had similar hatching rate (39.3%
vs 35.4%), and both genotypes had similar ratios of first-instar larvae developing to the second
instar stage (85.5% vs 82.8%). Strikingly, no Nopp140-/- first instar larvae developed to the third
instar stage, although about half of the CG7145f04633/f04633 first-instar larvae developed to the
third-instar stage, and one-third of the first-instar CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae developed to pupae
(Figure 2.5). Cui and DiMario (2007) showed that a severe knock-down of Nopp140 mRNA
(>50%) caused lethality in the late third instar and pupal stages. Compared to these previously
studies, complete removal of Nopp140 gene introduced a fundamental growth arrest at the
second instar stage, which indicates that the Nopp140 gene is crucial for proper larval
development. The development to the second instar stage may be dependent on maternal
ribosomes and maternal Nopp140 mRNA.
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B

Figure 2.4 The development of control and Nopp140-/- larvae. A: Representative sizes of larvae
with specified genotypes were shown. B: the teeth on the mouth hooks were shown as indicated
with arrows. Calibration bar in B: 100 m for all images.
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Figure 2.5 The survival ratio of Nopp140-/- larvae. Nopp140-/- embryos were hand selected
based on their lack of GFP fluorescence and allowed to develop on food plates. The hatching
ratio and the survival ratio (number of larvae surviving at given stages vs number of first-instar
larvae) were calculated. The survival ratio was normalized to 100% set by w1118.

Nopp140 Is Not Required for Nucleolar Integrity, But It Affects Nucleolar Function
Cui and DiMario (2007) showed that the salivary glands of larvae depleted for Nopp140
by RNAi still contained nucleoli, but that the nuclear chromatin appeared unusually condensed
(perhaps apoptosis). Over-expression of Nopp140-True and Nopp140-RGG, on the other hand,
severely disrupted nucleolar integrity (Cui and DiMario, 2007). Therefore, it would be
interesting to see whether nucleolar structure is compromised in the Nopp140-/- larvae as one
possibility for lethality. Midgut tissues from day 4 pel larvae were dissected and stained with
DAPI, and their nucleolar structures were examined under phase contrast microscopy. We
observed intact nucleoli in Nopp140-/- cells, and the size of the nucleoli seemed to be comparable
between Nopp140-/- cells and the controls (Figure 2.6). We did not observe apparent chromatin
condensation in Nopp140-/- cells.
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Figure 2.6 Nopp140-/- larvae showed intact nucleolar morphology. Midgut tissues of day 4
control and Nopp140-/- larvae were stained with DAPI (middle panels) and visualized under
phase-contrast microscopy (left panels) to show the nucleoli. Merged images (right panels)
showed the nucleoli within DAPI-stained nuclei. Calibration bar: 100 m.

Fibrillarin is the methyltransferase for pre-rRNA 2’-O-methylation and a component of
box C/D snoRNPs that are known to interact with Nopp140 (Yang et al., 2000). To further
investigate the impact of the Nopp140 deletion on nucleolar function, we examined the
localization of fibrillarin in the nucleoli of Nopp140-/- larvae by immunofluorescence. As shown
in Figure 2.7, midgut cells in the control larvae showed fibrillarin localization in nucleoli
exclusively, with no nucleoplasmic labeling. Conversely, fibrillarin localized both to nucleoli
and the nucleoplasm in Nopp140-/- cells. These results indicate that although the Nopp140
protein is not required for the integrity of nucleolus, its loss may affect some other key nucleolar
proteins in their proper functions in ribosome biogenesis.
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Figure 2.7 Nopp140-/- larvae showed a redistribution of fibrillarin to the nucleoplasm. Midgut
tissues of day 4 control and Nopp140-/ - larvae were probed with antibody against fibrillarin (left
panels) and counter-stained with DAPI (middle panels). Images were overlaid in the right panels.
Arrows in each genotype showed the representative nucleoli labeled with fibrillarin. Calibration
Bar: 50 m for all panels.

Deficiency of Nopp140 Induces Cellular Stress and P-body Formation
To examine the cellular effects caused by the loss of the Nopp140 protein, we examined
the structure of Nopp140-/- larval tissues using transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
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specifically midgut tissues at day 6 pel. As seen in Figure 2.8A and 2.8B, the cytoplasm of w1118
and control CG7145f04633/f0463 larval midgut cells was enriched with ribosomes, albeit the

Figure 2.8 Transmission electron microscopy of midgut tissues revealed Nopp140-/- cells were
under stress. A: w1118 wildtype. B: CG7145f04633/f04633. C-F: Nopp140-/-. Note the electron dense
granules in panels C and D, autophagosome-like structures in panel E, and copia virus-like
particles inside nucleus in panel F as indicated by arrows. Calibration bars: 1 m.
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mitochondria were swollen in CG7145f04633/f04633 cells (see Chapter 3). The cytoplasm of
Nopp140-/- cells, however, showed a slightly decreased ribosome content (Figure 2.8, C-E).
Moreover, the Nopp140-/- cells displayed extensive formation of cytoplasmic electron dense
granules (Figure 2.8C and 2.8D).
The diameter of the electron dense granules is around 40-50 nm, which is two to three
times larger than that of ribosomes. One possibility is that they are similar to the electron dense
granules of similar size found in heat-shocked potato cells (Nover et al., 1989), or the stress
granules observed in mammalian cells (Kim et al., 2006a). Another possibility is that these
Drosophila granules could be mRNA processing bodies (P-bodies) which decay mRNA under
certain stress conditions (Sheth and Parker, 2003). To test the hypotheses as to the identity of
these granules, we used immunofluorescence microscopy and immuno-gold TEM to examine the
presence of the stress granule marker (FMR1) and the P body marker (Dcp-1). Although both
antibodies showed a preferential labeling of Nopp140-/- tissue in immuno-gold TEM (data not
shown), the labeling was not closely localized to the electron dense granules.
Immunofluorescence labeling with anti-Dcp-1 showed a concentrated localization of
labeling in the nuclei of the wildtype w1118 cells (Figure 2.9A), while in Nopp140-/- cells, labeling
was preferentially localized in cytoplasmic foci (Figure 2.9B). The observation indicated the
increased formation of P bodies in the cytoplasm resulting from the loss of the Nopp140 protein.
Although the electron dense granules observed in Nopp140-/- cells by TEM remain unidentified,
it is clear by immune-fluorescence microscopy that P-bodies are extensively formed due to the
loss of Nopp140 protein, perhaps to degrade mRNAs that cannot be translated due to a loss of
functional ribosomes. Possibly the electron dense granules apparent by TEM may be aggregated
ribosomes.
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Figure 2.9 Nopp140-/- cells showed increased formation of processing (P) bodies. Day 6 midgut
tissue of wildtype larvae (left panel) and Nopp140-/- larvae (right panel) were probed with
antibody against Dcp-1 (green) and overlaid with DAPI staining showing the nuclei (blue). The
black arrow in w1118 shows Dcp-1 localized primarily to the nuclei, and the triangle in Nopp140-/shows the Dcp-1 cytoplasmic speckles, presumably representing processing bodies. Calibration
bar: 50 m.

Besides the formation of the cytoplasmic particles in the Nopp140-/- cells, many of these
cells also showed formation of multi-membrane autophagosomes, often surrounding
mitochondria (Figure 2.8E). Nucleostemin 1 (NS1) is involved in large ribosomal subunit (LSU)
export; when it was depleted by RNAi, similar autophagic structures were found in the
cytoplasm (Rosby et al., 2009).
Compared to the nuclei in control w1118 cells and CG7145f04633/f04633 cells, the nuclei of
Nopp140-/- cells contained many more spherical particles (Figure 2.8F) which are
indistinguishable from copia-virus like particles (Miyake et al., 1987; Shiba and Saigo, 1983).
The formation of copia-like particles inside Drosophila nuclei is often found when larvae and
adults are stressed by aging, tumor formation, or other stress conditions (Akai et al., 1967;
Gartner and Gartner, 1976; Jackson et al., 1998; Miquel et al., 1972). Copia retroviral elements
are expressed in response to environmental stress (Strand and McDonald, 1985), and the
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formation of these particles is also found when cells are transfected with plasmids containing
copia cDNAs (Miyake et al., 1987). Taken together, the presented data suggest that the
Nopp140-/- cells have fewer ribosomes than control cells, and that these cells are therefore
stressed such that normal cellular functions and morphologies are perturbed.
Deficiency of Nopp140 Altered rDNA Transcription Profiles
Since Nopp140 is proposed to participate in rRNA biosynthesis, we tried to link the
developmental abnormalities and the cellular abnormalities with possible perturbations in
ribosome biosynthesis. Nascent RNA transcription was examined by BrUTP or BrU
incorporation into nucleolar regions of freshly dissected day 5 or day 6 pel Nopp140-/- larvae as
visualized with immunofluorescence microscopy. Labeling was not observed in all cells, but BrU
did label nucleoli of fat body cells, as seen in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 BrU labeling showed decreased rRNA transcription in Nopp140-/- larvae. Control
and Nopp140-/- larvae were dissected and labeled with BrU, and then probed with antibody
against BrdU, and then stained with DAPI. The merged anti-BrdU labeling and DAPI staining
are shown. Green: anti-BrdU labeling; Blue: DAPI stained nuclei.

While the cells of control larvae had strong BrU labeling in the nucleoli which indicates
they are active for rRNA transcription, the Nopp140-/- fat body cells were deficient of BrU
labeling in their nucleoli, indicating that transcription of rDNA genes was decreased. The BrU
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signal was totally abolished in wildtype cells with Actinomycin-D treatment (data not shown), so
we are confident that the BrU labeling accurately reflects RNA transcription.
To evaluate whether the processing of rRNA is altered due to the deletion of Nopp140,
Northern blotting was performed with equal amounts of total RNA extracted from day 4 to 5 pel
larvae, the majority of which is rRNA. The cleavage intermediates and the probe ITS-1 are
shown in Figure 2. 11A. The probe is specific for the 3’ end of 18S region, internal transcribed
spacer 1 (ITS-1), and the 5.8S region of rDNA, so it should detect most of the processing
intermediates (Chan et al., 2001). This probe showed that the pre-rRNAs were approximately
equivalent between the three genotypes, and the ratio of the processing intermediates (a, b, c, d, e,
7S rRNA) to the nascent pre-rRNA seemed proportional in all three genotypes (Figure 2.11B).
Thus, the pre-rRNA cleavage appears to occur properly in the absence of Nopp140.
Surprisingly, the ITS-1 probe detected an extra band in Nopp140-/- larvae which is larger
than the nascent 38S pre-RNA, and was not observed in the control lanes (Figure 2.11B). More
than half of rDNA genes in Drosophila melanogaster contain type 1 and type 2 retrotransposons
(R1 and R2) specifically inserted into the 28S region (Burke et al., 1998; Jakubczak et al., 1991).
The expression of these inserted rDNA genes is usually at very low frequencies (Long and
Dawid, 1979; Ye and Eickbush, 2006). Occasionally in D. simulans, active R2 retrotransposition
can be found (Zhang and Eickbush, 2005). To verify that expression of these inserted rDNA
genes were up-regulated in Nopp140-/- larvae, we generated probes for the 5’ regions of R1 and
R2 insertions. The R1 signal was undetectable on Northerns, while the R2 signal clearly showed
the preferential expression of R2 retrotransposons in the Nopp140-/- larvae (Figure 2.11C). The
majority of R2 RNA was the 3.6 kb mature form. Interestingly, R2 releases itself from the cotranscribed 28S rRNA by self cleavage (Eickbush and Eickbush, 2010), but the nascent
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cotranscript corresponding to the extra large band in ITS-1 Northern blot was also observed (red
arrows in Figure 2.11 B and C).

A
*

Figure 2.11 Northern analyses of total RNA from control and Nopp140-/- larvae. Total RNAs
were resolved on agarose gels, blotted to nitrocellulose, and probed with specific probes. A:
Schematic view of Drosophila pre-rRNA processing. Intermediates are labeled with a, b, c, d, e,
f, and 7S. The probe labeled with a red asterisk is the probe ITS-1 for later studies (adapted from
Chan, 2001). A: probe was ITS-1. B: probe was R2. The Actin-5C (Act5c) probe was used to
demonstrate loading in B. Red arrows indicate the extra-large band, closed triangle indicates the
mature form of R2, the retrotransposon transcript.
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To confirm the Northern blot results, we performed RT-PCR targeting the same 5’ regions
of R1 and R2. As shown in Figure 2.12, the RNA levels of R1 increased slightly in both
CG7145f04633/f04633 and in Nopp140-/- larvae, while R2 RNA levels were barely detectable in w1118
and CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae, but strikingly increased in Nopp140-/- larvae. These data strongly
suggest that the rRNA transcription from normally silent rDNA genes is fundamentally changed
in Nopp140-/- larvae, indicating a possible role of Nopp140 in regulating rRNA transcription.

Figure 2.12 RT-PCR results showed the preferential increase of retrotransposon R2 RNA in
Nopp140-/- larvae. Total RNAs were extracted and reverse transcribed to cDNA with specific
primers (for R1 and R2) and oligo d(T) primers (for RPL32), and the PCR amplified for 25
cycles. PCR products were separated on agarose gels.

Deficiency of Nopp140 Decreased rRNA 2’-O-methylation But Not Pseudouridylation
Nopp140 was reported to interact with both box C/D and box H/ACA snoRNPs (Meier
and Blobel, 1994; Yang et al., 2000). These complexes are responsible for pre-rRNA post51

transcriptional methylation and pseudouridylation, respectively. To test for possible alternation
of pre-rRNA 2’-O-methylation and pseudouridylation, two representative regions, one in 18S
rRNA (nucleotides between 1300-1400 of 18S rRNA) and one in 28S rRNA (nucleotides
between 2600-2700) were examined. Both regions contain multiple methylation and
pseudouridylation sites (Huang et al., 2005; Ofengand and Bakin, 1997; Yuan et al., 2003). 2’-Omethylation was determined using equal amounts of total RNA reverse-transcribed using
fluorescence-labeled primer extension under low dNTP levels. This is a well established method
(Deryusheva and Gall, 2009; Maden et al., 1995). The 2’-O-methylation causes reverse
transcriptase to pause, which then tends to fall off the RNA to provide products that end one
nucleotide before the modification site. Hesitation is accentuated at low dNTP concentrations. As
shown in Figure 2.13A, the methylation of 18S sites C1367 and G1358 was decreased in

A

B

Figure 2.13 Decreased 2’-O-methylation of pre-rRNAs in Nopp140-/- larvae. Left: Methylation
profile of 18S rRNA in the 1320-1400 region. Right: Methylation profile of 28S rRNA in the
2620-2700 region. Sequencing lanes were marked with A, T, G, and C. Lanes 1: w1118; lanes 2:
CG7145f04533/f04633; lanes 3: Nopp140-/-. The prominent bands indicate the sites of 2’Omethylation, with the nucleotides known to be methylated marked with ―m‖ and the position
number on the side.
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Nopp140-/- larvae (lane 3) in comparison of control larvae (lane 1 and 2). Similar findings were
observed in 28S rRNA site A2653 and C2645 (Figure 2.13B). Considering the redistribution of
the methyltransferase, fibrillarin, into nucleoplasm (Figure 2.6), the decreased level of 2’-Omethylation might reflect the loss of fibrillarin function in the nucleoli.
Pseudouridylation was monitored using CMC modified total RNA (Bakin and Ofengand,
1993). Like 2’-O-methylated nucleotides, the CMC-modified  also introduces pauses during
primer extension using reverse transcriptase. For two regions of pre-rRNA that we investigated
(Ofengand and Bakin, 1997), the levels of pseudouridylation (18S:
S seemed to be no different
between controls and Nopp140-/- (Figure 2.14). The data suggest that Nopp140 might be more
involved for 2’-O-methylation, but not involved in pseudouridylation. This is an interesting
finding which is not consistent with previously reported preferential interactions of Nopp140
with box H/ACA snoRNPs (Yang et al., 2000).
Either Nopp140 Isoform Partially Rescues the Growth Arrest Phenotype
As previously reported in the Nopp140 RNAi depletion studies (Cui and DiMario 2007),
attempts were made to rescue the abnormal developmental phenotypes associated with the loss
of Nopp140 due to gene deletion. The laboratory previously generated hs-GFP-Nopp140-True
and hs-GFP-Nopp140-RGG transgenic lines (McCain et al., 2006). Fly lines homozygous for hsGFP-Nopp140-True on the second chromosome, but heterozygous for Nopp140- over the third
chromosome balancer, TM3-GFP were generated (hs-GFP-Nopp140-True/hs-GFP-Nopp140True; Nopp140-/TM3-GFP). When crossed, larvae of both hs-GFP-Nopp140-True and Nopp140/-

were hand selected 2 days pel based on lack of GFP fluorescence as shown in Figure 2.1B.
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Figure 2.14 The pseudouridylation profiles of pre-rRNAs in Nopp140-/- larvae . Left:
pseudouridylation profile of 18S rRNA in the 1320-1400 region. Right: pseudouridylation profile
of 28S rRNA in the 2620-2700 region. Sequencing lanes are marked with A, T, G, and C. Lanes
1 and 1’: w1118; lanes 2 and 2’: CG7145f04533/f04633; lanes 3 and 3’: Nopp140-/-. Pseudouridylation
sites are marked with ―‖ with numbers indicating the particular nucleotides.
These larvae were treated with an hour heat shock daily for 5 days. Similar crosses were
performed for hsp-Nopp140-RGG transgenic flies. The representative sizes of these larvae at day
6 pel are shown in Figure 2.15. When either isoform of Nopp140 protein was expressed, a
significant size increase was observed in these larvae, indicating a partial rescuing of the growth
arrest in Nopp140-/-. The recovery of the size is still not comparable to the control
CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae, indicating that both Nopp140 isoforms must be necessary for proper
larval development. We have not yet been able to express both GFP-Nopp140 isoforms within
the same individual due to the second chromosome location of the GFP-tagged transgenes versus
the Nopp140 gene deletion on the third chromosome.
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Figure 2.15 GFP-Nopp140-True or GFP-Nopp140-RGG partially rescued the growth arrest of
Nopp140-/- larvae. A. The representative sizes of day 6 larvae of specific genotypes B. the sizes
of 30 larvae were quantified and the average of their sizes are shown. Calibration bar in A: 1 mm.

Discussion
In this study, we showed that a Nopp140 gene deletion leads to growth arrest of larvae at
the second instar stage. Our finding here is in accordance with previously reported
developmental defects associated with Nopp140 mRNA depletion by RNAi (Cui and DiMario,
2007). Although the nucleolar morphology of Nopp140 deficient larvae was unaffected, the
function of nucleoli was perturbed as shown by the redistribution of the rRNA methyltransferase,
fibrillarin, to the nucleoplasm. The loss of Nopp140 leads to cellular stress as shown by the
appearance of copia-like particles in the nucleus, along with autophagosome-like structures and
electron dense granules (by TEM) and P-bodies (by immune-fluorescence microscopy) in the
cytoplasm. The rRNA transcription was decreased as shown by BrU labeling, but the cleavage of
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pre-rRNA seemed to be unaltered by Northern analysis. The pre-rRNA 2’-O-methylation level
was decreased while the pseudouridylation level appeared unaltered. Strikingly, the loss of
Nopp140 dramatically increased the expression of the type 2 retrotransposon specifically
inserted in 28S rRNA regions, which is normally inactive in control genotypes. The alteration of
rRNA modification and transcription is correlated with the reduced content of ribosomes in the
cytoplasm as examined by TEM. Our study showed direct evidence that Nopp140 functions in
rRNA transcription and pre-rRNA modification. Some interesting aspects on this study are
discussed in detail below.
Nopp140 and Nucleolar Structure
Nopp140 was originally described as a nucleolar protein (Pfeifle et al., 1986; SchmidtZachmann et al., 1984). Some reports suggested that dominant negative truncations of Nopp140
(Nopp140N382) lead to the disruption of nucleolar integrity by mis-localizing other nucleolar
components required for rRNA processing (Chen et al., 1999; Isaac et al., 1998). Thus, proper
function of Nopp140 seems to be required for nucleolar structure (Chen et al., 1999). However,
RNAi knockdown of Nopp140 had no effect on intact nucleoli (Cui and DiMario, 2007). Loss of
the Nopp140 homologue Srp40 in yeast also suggested the dispensable role of this protein in
nucleolar formation (Meier, 1996). Our results presented here show that nucleolar structure is
maintained in the absence of Nopp140 (Figure 2.5), which is consistent with previous Nopp140
deletion and knock-down studies.
Nopp140 and Pre-rRNA Processing
After pre-rRNAs are transcribed, they are cleaved and extensively modified. We examined
the pre-rRNA cleavage in Nopp140-/- cells. Northern analysis with ITS-1 probe, however, did not
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show apparent pre-rRNA cleavage defects; cleavage intermediates were found in approximately
equal ratios in Nop1p40-/- as in control larvae (Figure 2.11B).
Nopp140 is believed to associate with both box H/ACA and box C/D snoRNPs, and to act
as a chaperone for their proper localization within nucleoli (Meier and Blobel, 1994; Wang et al.,
2002; Yang et al., 2000). The dominant negative Nopp140 carboxyl terminus (NoppC) caused
the redistribution of both classes of snoRNPs from nucleoli (Yang et al., 2000). The deletion of
Srp40 alone did not affect snoRNA stability, but in the double mutation lacking both Srp40 and
LES, which is synthetic lethal, box H/ACA snoRNAs but not box C/D snoRNAs were
diminished (Yang et al., 2000). An artificial box C/D snoRNP U14/MS2x2 was over-expressed
in Srp40 deficient in another report. It was found U14/MS2x2 could not be retained in the
nuclear body, a specific sub-nucleolar structure (Verheggen et al., 2001). These data suggested a
chaperon function for Nopp140 in box C/D snoRNP localization and function. In supporting
these findings, we showed that fibrillarin is redistributed to the nucleoplasm when Nopp140 gene
is deleted (Figure 2.7).
Since the Nopp140 deletion redistributed fibrillarin, and presumably the associated
snoRNPs, we examined whether pre-rRNA modification levels were affected. We showed that
the pre-rRNA 2’-O-methylation level was decreased in Nopp140-/- cells (Figure 2.13), which is
consistent with the fibrillarin redistribution. One interesting finding in our study is that the
pseudouridylation level is unaffected at least for the pre-rRNA sites examined here (Figure 2.14).
Nopp140 did not seem to be required for in vitro pseudouridylation by box H/ACA complexes
isolated from mammalian cells (Wang et al., 2002). One possible explanation for the uncoupled
2’-O-methylation and pseudouridylation reactions could be that they are not coupled with rDNA
transcription equally. For example, it was found in yeast that the mutation in fibrillarin (Nop1)
often leads to the abnormality of pre-rRNA processing early in pre-RNA synthesis (Tollervey et
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al., 1993), while mutations in Cbf5p, the yeast pseudouridylase, still maintained normal preRNA processing (Cadwell et al., 1997). Future studies on Nopp140 might provide more
information of the coupling of 2’-O-methylation with transcription, and also further validate
whether Nopp140 participates in pre-RNA pseudouridylation.
Functions of Nopp140-True and Nopp140-RGG
This is the first attempt to delete the Nopp140 gene at metazoan level. Previously, our
laboratory used RNAi expression to deplete Nopp140 mRNA to various levels, and others groups
expressed dominant negative truncations to mislocalize the endogenous Nopp140 protein (Chen
et al., 1999; Isaac et al., 1998). Drosophila has two isoforms of Nopp140, but previously we
could not deplete an individual isoform solely, so the function of each isoform could not be
discerned. With the gene deletion, the role of each isoform can be determined by expressing each
separate isoform in the gene deletion background. So we have developed tools that allow us to
reveal the roles of each isoform.
Nopp140 and rDNA Transcription
Although the Northern analysis using the ITS-1 probe was not informative in showing
transcriptional changes on rRNA genes because equivalent amounts of RNAs were loaded on the
gels (Figure 2.11B), the BrU labeling experiment suggested that the rRNA transcription in
Nopp140-/- larvae is decreased overall (Figure 2.10). Decreased RNA Pol I activity was also seen
in cells transfected with the dominant negative Nopp140 carboxyl terminus (NoppC) (Yang et al.,
2000). The localization of RNA Pol I in these transfected cells was not altered suggestion that
the presence of snoRNPs (i.e. proper processing of pre-rRNA) in the nucleolus is required for
transcription to proceed (Yang et al., 2000). In other words, a feedback mechanism is at work
such that if the pre-rRNA processing is disrupted, Pol I transcription is decreased. Nopp140 may
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be the link between processing and transcription. We observed the redistribution of fibrillarin,
the methyltransferase of box C/D snoRNPs to the nucleoplasm (Figure 2.7), which seems to be
in accordance with their interpretation of the role of snoRNPs presence for proper rDNA
transcription. Alternatively, it is possible that Nopp140 can serve as a transcription factor for
RNA Pol I transcription, since it interacts with RNA Pol I, and it displaces Pol I when
overexpressed (Chen et al., 1999).
The preferential expression of the R2 retrotransposon observed in this study (Figure 2.11C
and 2.12), however, is a contrary observation to the BrU study suggesting a general loss of Pol I
transcription. Since R2 itself has no promoter for the transcription initiation (Zhang and
Eickbush, 2005), R2 transcripts are produced via co-transcription of the 28S rRNA. Why R2inserted rDNA units expression increases under Nopp140 deletion remains unknown.
The analysis of chromatin structure of R2 inactive and R2 active rDNA genes in
Drosophila simulans may shed some light on this question (Eickbush et al., 2008). They showed
that the chromatin of R2 active fly lines have R1 and R2 bearing genes more evenly distributed
in the rDNA chromatin region, while R2 inactive fly lines have R2 bearing genes more clustered,
leaving large regions (>300 kb) with uninserted rDNA units with active transcription (Eickbush
et al., 2008). Different possibilities may explain R2 up-regulation: 1) The Nopp140 deficiency
reduces functional ribosome numbers, causing a global cellular stress, which then turns on
certain types of gene expression, including the R2 inserted rDNA (active up-regulation). 2)
Nopp140 restricts RNA Pol I to those un-inserted rDNA units under normal conditions and
modulates Pol I only to progress the un-inserted rDNAs, while the inserted rDNA units are
organized into heterochromatin which is less accessible to RNA Pol I. When cells are depleted
for the Nopp140 protein, the otherwise silent R2-inserted rDNA units in heterochromatin would
now be accessible to RNA Pol I, and are then transcribed perhaps preferentially over the un59

inserted genes. Although the overall transcription of rDNA is decreased (as shown in BrU
labeling), selective R2 transcription is significantly increased (Figure 2.11). The second model
proposes that Nopp140 acts as a chromatin remodeling factor to modulate the transcription of
rDNA units via its discrimination of R2 inserted and un-inserted regions. Future studies will test
this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF CG7145f04633/f04633
MUTANTS2
Introduction
Type II hyperprolinemia in humans is an inherited autosomal recessive disorder
characterized by 10 to 20 fold higher than normal levels of proline in the blood serum, and the
appearance of ∆-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C) and 3-hydroxy-P5C in the urine (Applegarth et
al., 1974; Dooley and Applegarth, 1979; Flynn et al., 1989; Goodman et al., 1974; OnenliMungan et al., 2004). Although these excesses may be benign for some patients, others show
mental retardation or recurrent seizures that may be febrile in childhood (Flynn et al., 1989;
Onenli-Mungan et al., 2004; Walker et al., 2000).
Biochemical analysis of hyperprolinemia patients revealed that the disorder results from
defects in P5C dehydrogenase (P5CDh), a member of the aldehyde dehydrogenase superfamily.
Proline normally converts reversibly to P5C. In the first step in breakdown, P5C converts nonenzymatically to L-glutamic-γ-semialdehyde. In the second step, P5CDh converts L-glutamic-γsemialdehyde to L-glutamate (Geraghty et al., 1998; Valle et al., 1976; Valle et al., 1974).
Besides the degradation of proline, P5CDh also functions in the degradation of ornithine, as
ornithine also breaks down to P5C (Valle et al., 1979).
P5CDh is conserved among prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Human P5CDh (ALDH4A1)
shows 26% and 42% sequence identity to orthologous proteins in E. coli and yeast, respectively
(Hu et al., 1996). In humans, the single ALDH4A1 gene maps to Chromosome 1 where it
produces a 3.2 kb transcript that is detectable in almost every tissue (Hu et al., 1996). The
enzyme itself localizes to the mitochondrial matrix (Haslett et al., 2004; Small and Jones, 1990).
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Reprinted from Fang He and Patrick DiMario, ―Drophila delta-1pyrrolinee-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase (P5CDh)
is required for proline breakdown and mitochondrial integrity-Establishing a fly model for human type II
hyperprolinemia,‖ Mitochondrion, doi:10.1016/i.mito.2010.12.001, with kind permission of Elsevier.
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Two conceptual genes in Drosophila melanogaster, CG7145 and CG33092, encode proteins that
respectively display 76.7% and 65.6% similarity to the human ALDH4A1 enzyme. Here we
show that the protein product from CG7145 fused to the mRFP localizes to mitochondria as
predicted (Haslett et al., 2004; Small and Jones, 1990). In order to establish a developmental and
genetic model for human type II hyperprolinemia in Drosophila, we characterized the
phenotypes associated with a piggyBac transposon insertion in the CG7145 gene. The insertion
produces a carboxyl truncation of 83 amino acids which leads to lethality during embryonic,
larval, and pupal stages; no individuals eclosed as adults. Proline levels in the mutant larvae
were at a modest two-fold increase over wild type levels. Ultra-structural observations, however,
showed that the mitochondria in these larvae were swollen in diameter by 1.5 to 2-fold.
Although cristae were apparent in these mitochondria, their internal matrices appeared devoid.
Overall, we conclude that the Drosophila orthologue to human P5CDh is required for normal
proline breakdown and that the protein is required for normal mitochondrial homeostasis.

Materials and Methods
Fly Stocks and Transformation
Unless indicated otherwise, fly stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center
at Indiana University. Strains used in this study included the w1118 line (Bloomington stock
#3605), the second chromosome balancer stock w*/w*; Sp1/CyO originally from W. M. Saxton
(Indiana University), the second chromosome GFP-balancer stock w-/w-; Pin1/CyO, P{Gal4Kr.C}, P{USAT-GFP.S65T} (Bloomington stock #5194, abbreviated here simply as CyO-GFP),
the third chromosome balancer stock w–/w–; ScmEt50 e/TM3 Sb1, Ser originally from J. A. Simon
(University of Minnesota), and the third chromosome balancer stock w-/w-; Sb/TM3, Ser, ActGFP (Bloomington stock #4534, abbreviated here simply as TM3-GFP). The homozygous
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daughterless-GAL4 driver line is Bloomington stock #8641. The CG7145f04633/TM6 stock was
obtained from the Exelecis collection at Harvard University. Flies were maintained on standard
fly food at room temperature (22-24o C).
To express P5CDh-mRFP in transgenic flies, we used the topoisomerase-mediated cloning
strategy (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to ligate the PCR-amplified, full length cDNA encoding fly
P5CDh (EST GM01289 from the Drosophila Genome Resource Center, Bloomington, IN) into
pENTR/D-TOPO (Invitrogen). We then recombined the cDNA into the pTWR destination vector
(Drosophila Genome Resource Center, Bloomington, IN) that contains P-element ends, the
selectable mini-white+ gene, and GAL4 UAS promoter sequences. This plasmid and a helper
plasmid (pUChs∆2) that encodes transposase were injected into homozygous or hemizygous
w1118 embryos to generate transgenic fly lines as described (Kiehart et al., 2000; Spradling, 1986).
Homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae were collected as follows: heterozygous
CG7145f04633/TM3-GFP male and female adults were cultured on grape juice-agar plates coated
with yeast paste, and fertilized eggs were maintained on the same plates for 24 hrs. Homozygous
CG7145f04633/f04633 embryos that showed no GFP fluorescence were hand selected and maintained
on standard fly food for further growth. Control w1118 larvae were maintained in a similar
manner.
Sequence Alignment
The human ALDH4A1 protein sequence (Genbank ID CAI39493.1) was used to BLAST
search the Drosophila protein database (Altschul et al., 1997). The identified Drosophila protein
(Genbank ID AAN12191.1) encoded by CG7145 was aligned with human ALDH4A1 and the
Thermus thermophilus P5CDh (TtP5CDh) using the MUSCLE alignment tool with HTML
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output (Edgar, 2004). We used PyMOL and the Protein Data Bank ID code, 1uzb, to display
TtP5CDh (Inagaki et al., 2006).
RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from larvae using Trizol (Invitrogen) according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations. RNA concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically
at 260 nm (NanoDrop Technologies, Montchanin, DE). First strand cDNA synthesis was
performed using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacture’s
recommendations. Primer sets for RT-PCR were as follows: Actin-5C forward and reverse
primers were 5'-CTCACCTATAGAAGACGAAGAAGTTGCTGCTCT-3' and 5'CTAACTGTTGAATCCTCGTAGGACTTCTCCAACG-3', respectively; CG7145 forward and
reverse primers were 5’-AAGTTCGACACGCTGTCTGGGTTC-3’ and 5’CATCAGAGCTGGCGTGTAGGACAA-3’, respectively. Thirty cycles were used in the RTPCR reactions. Three independent RT-PCR experiments were performed and representative
results are presented.
Amino Acid Determinations
Extracts containing free amino acids were prepared according to Bunde’s methods (Bunde
and Pepper, 1968). Third instar larvae were rinsed with distilled water, dried with small pieces
of paper towel, and weighed. Approximately 15 mg of larvae were homogenized in 200 µl of
cold 70% ethanol. The mixture was heated at 70o C for 5 minutes to denature proteins, and then
centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 15 minutes. The supernatant was collected, and the residual pellet
was re-extracted with 70% ethanol and then with distilled water. The supernatant and the extra
extractions were pooled, vacuum dried, and dissolved in 30 µl distilled water.
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Paper chromatography was performed as follows: extracts from 5 mg initial wet weight of
larvae were applied to 23 X 23 cm Whatman #1 chromatography paper. The chromatogram was
then developed in 1-butanol:glacial acetic acid:water (4:1:1) for 5 hrs. The paper was dried and
either sprayed with 0.2% Ninhydrin (Sigma-Aldrich, 151173) in 1-butanol and heated at 110o C
for 10 minutes to detect all amino acids, or sprayed with 0.2% Isatin (Sigma-Aldrich, 58240) in
acetone containing 4% acetic acid and then heated at 100o C for 10 minutes to detect proline
preferentially (Saifer and Oreskes, 1954). Extracts of amino acids were also analyzed with a
Hewlett Packard AminoQuant II system by the Protein Chemistry Laboratory at Texas A&M
University (www.tamupcl.com).
Microscopy
For fluorescence and confocal microscopy, larval tissues were dissected into Robb’s
minimal saline solution (Robb, 1969) and examined by phase contrast microscopy and by
conventional fluorescence microscopy using a Zeiss Axioskop equipped with a SPOT RTSE
digital camera, or by confocal microscopy using a Leica TCS SP2 system. For localization of
DmP5CDh1-mRFP fusion protein, transgenic larvae were dissected in Robb’s saline and
counter-stained with DAPI (Polysciences) at 1 µg/ml and MitoTracker Green FM (Molecular
Probes, M-7514) at 200 nM for 5 minutes prior to examination by conventional fluorescence
microscopy.
For TEM analysis, tissues from homozygous or hemizygous w1118 control larvae,
homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 mutant larvae at the same age, or larvae heterozygous for
DmP5Dh1-mRFP/+; da-GAL4/+ were dissected and fixed in fresh 2% EM grade glutaraldehyde,
1% formaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7 for 1 hr, and then rinsed overnight in 0.1 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7, containing 0.004 M glycine. Tissue samples were post fixed with 2%
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osmium tetroxide for 1 hr, rinsed twice with water 5 mins each, and then stained with 0.5%
uranyl acetate in the dark for 1 hr. Samples were dehydrated in an ethanol series through 100%,
and finally embedded in LR White plastic. Thin sections were stained with Reynold’s lead
citrate and viewed with a JEOL 100CX transmission electron microscope.

Results
Drosophila CG7145 Encodes an Orthologue of Human P5CDh
We used BLAST to identify potential Drosophila orthologues of human P5C
dehydrogenase. The deduced Drosophila protein encoded by conceptual gene CG7145
(chromosome 3L, region 78F4) shows 61.5% identity and 76.7% similarity to human P5CDh1
(ALDH4A1), while the deduced Drosophila protein encoded by CG33092 (chromosome 3R,
region 93F14) displays 48% identity and 65.6% similarity to the human ALDH4A1. Due to the
reasonably high amino acid sequence similarities, we propose naming the Drosophila proteins
encoded by CG7145 and CG33092 as DmP5CDh1 and DmP5CDh2, respectively. We focus here
on DmP5CDh1 because of its closer homology with human ALDH4A1. Aligning P5CDh from
Thermus thermophilus (TtP5CDh) with human ALDH4A1 and DmP5CDh1 showed several
conserved residues and motifs (Figure 3.1). For instance, residue R98 TtP5CDh (red residue in
Fig. 3.1) lies within the NAD-binding domain, and residues E288 and C322 in TtP5CDh (yellow
residues in Fig. 1A) function in catalysis of all aldehyde dehydrogenases (Inagaki et al., 2006).
A frame shift (+1) at the codon encoding the conserved G521 in human ALDH4A1 (magenta in
Fig. 3.1) is a defined mutation associated with type II hyperprolinemia (Geraghty et al., 1998).
G521 and the conserved residues following it are necessary for dimerization (Inagaki et al.,
2006).
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Figure 3.1 Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the human, Thermophilus, and Drosophila
P5CDh1 homologues. Identical residues are highlighted in blue, and residues of conserved
charge are highlighted in gray. R133 in DmP5CDh1 (red) lies within the NAD-binding domain,
while E325 and C359 in DmP5CDh1 (yellow) function in catalysis of all aldehyde
dehydrogenases (Inagaki et al., 2006). G521 (magenta) and residues following it in the human
protein are necessary for dimerization (Inagaki et al., 2006). The piggyBac transposable element
insertion in the mutant CG7145f04633 line created four amino acid substitutions for residues 488491. A pre-mature stop codon follows substituted residue 491 and is marked by the asterisk. The
truncation eliminates the carboxyl 83 residues.
Wild Type DmP5CDh1 Tagged With mRFP Locates Within Mitochondria
We prepared 20 transgenic fly lines that expressed DmP5CDh1 tagged at its carboxyl
terminus with the mRFP. We induced expression of the fusion protein using the GAL4-UAS
system in Drosophila (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; Duffy, 2002). Briefly, the daughterless-GAL4
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(da-GAL4) fly line expresses the yeast GAL4 transcription factor in nearly all Drosophila tissues
with no known adverse effect. Crossing homozygous da-GAL4 (on the third chromosome) flies
to flies homozygous for the DmP5CDh1-mRFP transgene (on the second chromosome) induced
expression of DmP5CDh1-mRFP in the trans-heterozygous progeny (DmP5CDh1-mRFP/+; daGAL4/+). DmP5CDh1-mRFP co-localized with MitoTracker Green FM (Figure 3.2), indicating
that DmP5CDh1 is a mitochondrial protein as described for mammalian P5CDh proteins (Haslett
et al., 2004; Small and Jones, 1990). Trans-heterozygous progeny from five of these lines
showed lethality shortly after the first larval instar stage, while trans-heterozygous progeny from
the other 15 lines showed pupal lethality after an extended (~20 day) third larval instar stage. As
described below, the proline content and mitochondrial morphology appeared fine in the transheterozygous progeny examined, thus the cause of the lethality resulting from the exogenous
expression of DmP5CDh1 remains unknown.

Figure 3.2 Localization of the DmP5CDh1-mRFP fusion protein in mitochondria. Flies
homozygous for the transgene, DmP5Dh1-mRFP, on the second chromosome were crossed to
flies homozygous for the da-GAL4 transgene on the third chromosome. Trans-heterozygous
progeny (DmP5Dh1-mRFP/+; da-GAL4/+) expressed DmP5Dh1-RFP. A salivary gland from a
second instar larval progeny was examined to assess the co-localization of DmP5Dh1-RFP
(Panel A) and MitoTracker Green (Panel B). Merged images (A) and (B) show the colocalization of DmP5Dh1-mRFP and MitoTracker Green in the mitochondria (Panel C). DAPI
stained the polytene chromosomes in the nucleus (Panel C). Calibration bar: 50 μm.
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Disruption of CG7145 Leads to Growth Defects
Exelecis fly line f04633 contains a piggyBac transposon inserted into the 3’ coding region
of CG7145 (Thibault et al., 2004). The allele is referred to here as CG7145f04633. The insertion
changes amino acids 488-491 from –LTGA- to –SLER with a stop codon immediately following
the arginine codon (see Figure. 3.1); thus the last 83 amino acids (residues 492-574) are missing.
Therefore, this truncation lacks the carboxyl dimerization domain defined by Inagaki et al.
(2006). Figure 3.3 shows dimerized TtP5CDh (coordinates from Inagaki et al., 2006; Protein
Data Bank ID code: 1uzb). The corresponding carboxy terminal domains in the dimerized
TtP5CDh orthologue are highlighted in purple (the carboxy terminus of the green subunit) and
yellow (the carboxy terminus of the blue subunit). The two subunits form a domain-swapped
dimer using intermolecular β-sheets formed from two β-strands, one from each of the two
subunits (Tanner, 2008). Deletion of the corresponding carboxy terminus from the Drosophila
orthologue suggests the truncation cannot form the intermolecular β-sheet and thus cannot form
dimers.
Flies heterozygous for CG7145f04633 and the wild type allele on the TM3 balancer
chromosome (CG7145f04633/TM3) developed normally with no apparent growth defects,
suggesting one functional copy of the wild type gene is sufficient to provide adequate enzyme
activity. Larvae homozygous for CG7145f04633 (referred to as CG7145f04633/f04633) were produced
by an inter se cross of heterozygous CG7145f04633/TM3-GFP flies. In this case the TM3 balancer
chromosome contained a transgene that constitutively expressed GFP, thus marking those
individuals that contained the TM3 balancer chromosome. Homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633
larvae lacking this transgene failed to fluoresce green under a dissecting fluorescence microscope,
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Figure 3.3 Three-dimensional cartoon of homologous TtP5CDh subunits as reference. Green and
blue subunits form a dimer (coordinates provided by Inagaki et al., 2006; PDB ID code 1uzb).
The carboxy terminus of the green subunit is shown in purple, while the carboxy terminus of the
blue subunit is shown in yellow. Dimerization between the subunits occurs by β-strands from the
individual subunits forming intermolecular β-sheets indicated by white arrows. These purple and
yellow carboxy terminal regions are missing in the Drosophila CG7145f04663 truncation.

and they were hand selected from their CG7145f04633/TM3-GFP siblings. The TM3-GFP/TM3GFP genotype is lethal in embryogenesis.
Homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 individuals showed several growth defects. Embryonic
lethality was evident since less than half of the homozygous eggs hatched. First instar larvae
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hatched from the remaining eggs, but only one third of these larvae survived to the pupal stage
(Figure 3.4A). Those CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae that survived beyond the second instar stage

Figure 3.4 Homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae showed developmental defects. A:
Heterozygous CG7145f04633/TM3-GFP flies were crossed inter se, and their homozygous
CG7145f04633/f04633 progeny larvae were hand selected from their CG7145f04633/TM3-GFP siblings
based on the absence of GFP fluorescence. Homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 embryos developed
on standard food plates. Hatching rates and viability of CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae were compared
to those of wild type control larvae (set at 100%) at different points in development. For example,
40% of CG7145f04633/f04633 embryos hatched as first instar larvae, and 90% of these first instar
larvae matured to the second instar stage. No CG7145f04633/f04633 pupae eclosed as an adult. B:
Representative sizes of CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae versus wild type control larvae at designated
times of development up to day 6 (144 hours) after egg laying. C: A representative
CG7145f04633/f04633 pupa compared to a wild type pupa.
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experienced a prolonged third instar stage (Figure 3.4B), while those that survived to the pupal
stage were stunted in their growth (Figure 3.4C). No CG7145f04633/f04633 pupae eclosed as an
adult.
To confirm that the growth defects in CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae were due to disruption of
the CG7145 gene, we examined CG7145 mRNA expression levels by RT-PCR. As shown in
Figure 3.5, the CG7145 mRNA level was visually reduced by about one half in second instar
homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae as compared to CG7145 mRNA levels in wild type larvae.
Actin mRNAs in both mutant and wild type larvae served as controls.

Figure 3.5 Larvae homozygous for the CG7145f04633 showed reduced levels of mRNA encoded
by the disrupted gene. Total RNA was extracted from day 3 day larvae (post egg laying), and
mRNA levels in CG7145f04633/f04633 and wild type larvae were compared by semi-quantitative
RT-PCR. Actin-5C mRNA served as control.

Disruption of CG7145 Leads to Excess Free Proline in Larval Extracts
We next determined the free amino acid content from third instar larvae to determine what
effect the disruption in CG7145 and the resulting truncation of DmP5CDh1 may have on proline
levels. Similar to human type II hyperprolinemia, homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae showed
an increase in proline levels as compared to wild type (Fig. 3.6A and B). However, this was a
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modest two-fold increase which is unlike the reported 10-20 fold increase in free proline levels
observed in human type II hyperprolinemia.

Free amino acids concentration (g/mg
larvae)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
ASX SER GLX HIS GLY THR ARG ALA TYR VAL MET TRP PHE ILE LEU LYS PRO

Figure 3.6 CG7145f04633/f04633 mutants showed excess free proline. A: Total free amino acids
from the same initial wet weight of CG7145f04633/f04633 and wild type third instar larvae were
displayed by paper chromatography. Isatin selectively stained proline (blue). All other amino
acids stained light pink with Isatin. B: Free amino acids from CG7145f04633/f04633 and wild type
third instar larvae were quantified by an automated amino acid analyzer.
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To assess all amino acid levels, larval extracts were analyzed with a Hewlett Packard
AminoQuant II system by the Protein Chemistry Laboratory at Texas A&M University. This
analysis showed a two-fold increase in proline, but a decrease in Glu/Gln, Asp/Asn, and Tyr
levels in the extracts from mutant CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae compared to extracts from wild type
larvae (Fig. 3.6B). The decrease of Glu/Gln concentration was not surprising since Glu is the end
product of the reaction catalyzed by P5CDh, and since Glu is normally converted into Gln. But
the decrease in Asp/Asn and Tyr in the mutant larvae remains unexplained.
As reported above, heterozygous DmP5CDh1-mRFP/+; da-GAL4/+ progeny express
DmP5CDh1-mRFP which localizes to the mitochondria, but these individuals die in the early or
later larval stages. We measured the proline levels in these larvae again using the AminoQuant
II system, and found that their proline levels were normal compared to wild type levels.
Disruption of CG7145 Leads to Altered Mitochondrial Morphology
We used transmission electron microscopy to assess mitochondrial morphology in the
absence of P5CDh1 activity. We specifically examined the mitochondria in the midgut from
homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 mutant third instar larvae as compared to mitochondria in the
same tissue from similarly staged wild type larvae. Mitochondria in the wild type tissue
contained ample internal cristae with dense matrices (Fig. 3.7A). Conversely, mitochondria in
homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 mutants appeared swollen. Cristae were clearly evident, but
their central matrices appeared empty (Fig. 3.7B). We measured the transverse diameter of the
mitochondria from both wild type and mutant genotypes; the average diameter of mitochondria
from the homozygous mutant larvae was 54% greater than that of wild type mitochondria (n =
313 mitochondria for CG7145f04633/f04633 mutants, and n = 303 mitochondria for wild type;
p<0.001). Thus a loss of DmP5CDh1 leads not only to excess free proline, but to morphological
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distention of the mitochondria. Finally, we examined DmP5CDh1-mRFP/+; da-GAL4/+ progeny
at the ultra-structural level to determine whether defective mitochondrial morphology could be
linked to their observed lethality. The mitochondria in the midgut cells of these larvae, however,
appeared normal (Fig. 3.7C), thus ruling out gross mitochondrial disruption as the cause for this
lethality.

Figure 3.7 Larvae homozygous for CG7145f046333contained swollen mitochondria. Polyploid
midgut cells from wild type third instar larvae (A) or CG7145f04633/f04633 third instar larvae (B)
were examined by transmission electron microscopy. Mitochondria (arrows) in the mutant larval
cells appeared enlarged, and their matrices appeared devoid. (C) Images similar to those in
panels A and B were used to measure the width of mitochondria in wild type cells (n = 303
mitochondria measured) and in CG7145f04633/f04633 cells (n = 313 mitochondria measured). Bars
display the means ± STDs. The width of mitochondria in CG7145f04633/f04633 midgut cells was 54%
greater than the width of mitochondria in wild type midgut cells. (D) Midgut cells from a third
instar larva that expressed DmP5Dh1-mRFP contained mitochondria with normal morphology.
Calibration bar: 1 μm for Panels A, B, and D.
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Discussion
Type II hyperprolinemia in humans is caused by a loss of P5CDh enzyme activity. The
resulting rise in free proline is often associated with mental retardation and seizures, mostly in
children. In this study, we demonstrated that the Drosophila gene, CG7145, encodes an
orthologue of human P5CDh. The Drosophila and human proteins are highly conserved in
sequence (Figure 3.1), and similar to the human protein, the Drosophila enzyme localizes to
mitochondria (Figure 3.2). Disruption of the Drosophila CG7145 gene by a transposable
piggyBac element causes lethality ranging from the embryonic stage on through to the pupal
stage. Larvae displayed slow growth primarily in the third instar stage (Figure 3.4). No
individuals survived to adulthood. Amino acid analysis of larval extracts showed a modest twofold elevation of free proline (Figure 3.6A and B), and mitochondria appeared swollen by
approximately two-fold (Figure 3.7). We believe this Drosophila study provides a preliminary
characterization of a genetic, biochemical, and cytological model for future studies on type II
hyperprolinemia in metazoans.
The piggyBac transposable element inserted into the 3’ end of CG7145 introduces a
premature stop codon that truncates the enzyme by 83 amino acids at its carboxy terminus. The
truncation lacks a highly conserved region (residues 500-550 in the human protein) that is critical
for both catalysis and dimerization (Figure 3.3; see Inagaki et al., 2006). Semi-quantitative RTPCR demonstrated an approximately two-fold reduction in DmP5CDh transcripts in homozygous
CG7145f04633/f04633 mutant larvae (Figure 3.5). Loss of the transcript could result from impaired
gene transcription, or more likely from destabilization of the incompletely translated mRNA.
Testing for the presence of the truncated DmP5CDh1 awaits production of an antibody.
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Although the loss of P5CDh1 expression in homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae causes a
two-fold accumulation in proline as compared to wild type levels (Figure 3.6A and B), this
increase is not as dramatic as that found in human type II hyperprolinemia patients, which in
plasma may be 10-20 fold higher than normal (Onenli-Mungan et al., 2004). This difference
between fly larvae versus human patients may be explained by the presence of a second
Drosophila gene, CG33092, which encodes the related DmP5CDh2. Although the expression
and function of DmP5CDh2 awaits future study, the high sequence similarity between human
ALDH4A1 and DmP5CDh2 (48% identity and 65.7% similarity) suggests that DmP5CDh2
could also function in proline breakdown. A second functional P5CDh in Drosophila may
explain the modest increase in proline abundance in the absence of DmP5CDh1 activity.
Humans on the other hand possess a single copy gene encoding P5CDh (Hu et al., 1996); loss of
this sole gene would have a far greater consequence on the cell’s ability to break down proline
(i.e. proline accumulation).
Disruption of CG7145 causes lethality when homozygous (CG7145f04633/f04633), but
heterozygous CG7145f04633/TM3 larvae developed normally, and the resulting adults were viable
and fertile. Thus we can rule out detrimental dominant negative effects of the truncated
DmP5Dh1 in heterozygous individuals. Although a two-fold increase in proline and
corresponding decreases in Glu/Gln, Asp/Asn, and Tyr in the homozygous individuals may be
responsible for lethality, we suspect that lethality results from morphological disruption of the
mitochondria and presumably their functional integrity.
As far as we know this is the first correlation between disrupting a gene that encodes a
mitochondrial P5CDh and the perturbation of mitochondrial morphology. Several studies have
demonstrated swelling of purified mitochondria in vitro by the exogenous addition of proline (Di
Martino et al., 2006; Elthon and Stewart, 1984; Elthon et al., 1984; Njagi et al., 1992). These
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studies, mostly with plant mitochondria, were aimed at characterizing the active transport of
proline into mitochondria with swelling as the indicator of this transport. The mitochondrial
swelling observed in our study could result from the loss of P5CDh activity within the
mitochondrial matrix and the subsequent accumulation of proline within the matrix.
In the hopes of rescuing CG7145f04633/f04633 individuals, we produced 20 transgenic lines
that expressed wild type DmP5Dh1 fused to mRFP. Despite its proper mitochondrial localization,
DmP5Dh1-mRFP caused lethality when expressed in a wild type genetic background, and it
failed to rescue when expressed in homozygous CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae. Inagaki et al. (2006)
showed that the carboxy terminus of T. thermophilus P5Dh1 forms a critical intermolecular
dimerization domain with a portion of the catalytic domain (see the review by (Tanner, 2008).
Addition of mRFP to the carboxy terminus of wild type DmP5Dh1 could potentially interfere
with dimerization and catalysis of endogenous subunits in a dominant negative fashion. But wild
type larvae that expressed DmP5Dh1-mRFP maintained normal proline levels and displayed
normal mitochondrial morphology, suggesting that endogenous DmP5CDh may have functioned
properly. One possibility is that exogenous DmP5Dh1-mRFP aggregated within the
mitochondria to disrupt other unknown aspects of mitochondrial function and integrity. Finally,
why Drosophila has a second P5CDh (DmP5Dh2 encoded by CG33092), and to what extent it
contributes to proline degradation remain open questions.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
Nopp140 is a highly phosphorylated nucleolar protein first described in detail in 1992
(Meier and Blobel, 1992). Homologues of Nopp140 were found in many eukaryotic organisms,
including yeast, Trypanosomes, Drosophila, Xenopus, and human (Meier, 1996; Kelly et al.,
2006; Waggener and DiMario, 2002; Cairns and McStay, 1995; Pai et al., 1995). The structure of
Nopp140 includes the conserved N-terminal and C-terminal domain, and a large central region
with alternating basic and acidic regions (Figure 1.3). Drosophila has two Nopp140 isoforms
(Nopp140-True and Nopp140-RGG) which share the same N-terminal and large central domains,
but differ in their C terminal domains (Waggener and DiMario, 2002). Nopp140-True is
homologous to mammalian Nopp140 for the entire primary sequence, while the C terminus of
Nopp140-RGG contains an arginine and glycine-rich domain typically conserved for RNAbinding proteins like nucleolin (Srivastava et al., 1989). A similar Nopp140-RGG isoform was
reported in Trypanosome brucei (Kelly et al., 2006).
Nopp140 has diverse functions; many of these functions are involved ribosome biogenesis.
Nopp140 interacts with RNA Pol I, and a dominant negative truncation of Nopp140 (Nopp140
N382) decreases RNA Pol I activity for rRNA transcription (Chen et al., 1999). Nopp140 also
interacts with RNA Pol II transcription factor C/EBPand general transcription factor TFIIB to
regulate 1-acid glycoprotein gene (AGP) expression (Chiu et al., 2002; Miau et al., 1997).
These results implicate that Nopp140 might regulate the expression of rRNA genes and certain
Pol II genes.
Nopp140 interacts with both box H/ACA and box C/D snoRNPs, which are responsible for
the pseudouridylation and 2’-O-methylation modification of pre-rRNAs. Mammalian NAP57,
the putative enzyme for pseudouridylation, was the first component of box H/ACA snoRNPs that
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was found to interact with Nopp140 (Meier and Blobel, 1994). Extensive studies eventually
revealed that Nopp140 also interacts with GAR1, another component of box H/ACA snoRNPs
(Yang et al., 2000). Nopp140’s interaction with box C/D snoRNP components fibrillarin and
Nop5/58 was observed by immunoprecipitation (Yang et al., 2000). The close association
between Nopp140 and box H/ACA and box C/D snoRNPs strongly suggests Nopp140 might
participate in the pre-rRNA post-transcriptional modification.
The deletion of the Nopp140 homologue, SRP40, in yeast caused mild growth defects
(Meier, 1996). In Drosophila, however, a substantial depletion of Nopp140 mRNA (>50%) leads
to lethality in the third-instar larval and pupal stages, while a moderate loss of Nopp140 mRNA
(~30%) leads to deformed wings, legs, and cuticular tergites, mimicking the Minute syndrome
often seen in ribosomal protein-related mutations (Cui and DiMario, 2007).

Deletion Nopp140 Causes Growth Arrest and Induces Cellular Stress
This thesis reports the first deletion of Nopp140 in a metazoan organism, Drosophila
melanogaster. We generated the Nopp140 deletion by flipase-FRT recombination between two
piggyBac transposons, one upstream and the other downstream of the Nopp140 gene. The
deletion of the Nopp140 gene eliminated Nopp140 mRNA expression (Figure 2.2B) and thus
protein translation (Figure 2.3). We showed that the complete depletion of Nopp140 protein
expression caused a severe growth arrest in Nopp140-/- larvae (Figure 2.4), and none of these
larvae could develop into the third instar stage (Figure 2.5). This growth defect is drastic in
comparison to the Nopp140 mRNA knockdown by RNAi, which showed variable lethality in the
third instar larval and pupal stages. Also, the larvae of homozygous control transposon-bearing
line CG7145f04633/f04633 can develop further to the third larval instar and pupal stages (Figure 2.5),
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indicating that the growth arrest at second instar stage in Nopp140-/- larvae is due to the loss of
Nopp140 gene, and not to the disruption of the downstream gene, CG7145.
The growth arrest in Nopp140-/- larvae was accompanied by a decrease in cytoplasmic
ribosomes as determined by TEM (Figure 2.8C-E), suggesting that insufficient ribosomal
biosynthesis plays a key role in the growth defects. In contrast, cells in CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae
showed normal amounts of ribosomes, again, by TEM (Figure 2.8B, Figure 3.7B).
The cells in Nopp140-/- larvae displayed substantial stress responses. The autophagosome
structures formed in the cytoplasm of Nopp140-/- cells (Figure 2.8E) were similar to the those
observed with the RNAi knockdown of Nucleostemin (NS1) (Rosby et al., 2009). NS1 is
involved in large ribosomal subunit export, and depletion of NS1 caused a decrease of
cytoplasmic ribosomes (Rosby et al., 2009), and the stress response of autophagosome formation.
The Nopp140-/- cells also displayed extensive formation of cytoplasmic electron dense
granules with a diameter of 40-50 nm (Figure 2.8C and D). Stress granules of similar size are
often found in cells under heat shock stress (Kim et al., 2006a; Nover et al., 1989). Immunoelectron microscopy, however, failed to confirm that the granules we observed in Nopp140-/cells were stress granules containing the marker, FMR1. The electron dense granules could be
aggregated ribosomes that are assembled and exported but simply fail to function due to
improper assembly. Further tests are required to confirm this hypothesis.
The formation of excess copia-like virus particle as detected by TEM (Figure 2.8F) is
another piece of evidence that the cells are under stress. These spherical particles within the
nuclei could be observed in flies with aging, tumors, or under various stress conditions (Akai et
al., 1967; Gartner and Gartner, 1976; Strand and McDonald, 1985).
Immuno-fluorescence detection of processing bodies (P-bodies) with the specific marker
protein, Dcp-1, posed another cellular disturbance associated with the loss of the Nopp140 gene.
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The increased formation of P-bodies in the cytoplasm is an indication that the mRNAs enter
decaying pathways when cells have insufficient ribosomes for their translation.
The observations taken together suggest that when the Nopp140 gene is deleted, few
ribosomes are synthesized, and the cells undergo stress with the formation of autophagosomes
and nuclear copia particles. Messenger RNAs that could not be efficiently translated undergo
degradation in the P-bodies.

Deletion of Nopp140 Gene Affects Ribosome Biosynthesis at Multiple Steps
This thesis showed that deletion of the Nopp140 gene affects ribosomal biosynthesis at
various levels (Figure 4.1). The overall transcription of rRNA was decreased as shown by BrU
incorporation experiments (Figure 2.10). The loss of Nopp140 induced the redistribution of
fibrillarin (Figure 2.7), the methyltransferase and the component of box C/D snoRNPs
responsible for pre-rRNA 2’-O-methylation. Such redistribution of fibrillarin was associated
with the reduced 2’-O-methylation of pre-rRNA in certain regions of the 18S and 28S rRNAs
(Figure 2.13). It is worthwhile to note that although Nopp140 was reported to associate with box
H/ACA snoRNPs responsible for pre-rRNA pseudouridylation, the same regions in 18S and 28S
rRNA that we examined for methylation did not show a decrease in pseudouridylation.
The presence of an extra band larger than pre-rRNA on Northern blots (Figure 2.11), and
the elevated expression of R2 retrotransposons indicated that the regulation of rRNA
transcription is altered by Nopp140 deletion, and that the regulation of RNA Pol I transcription
may be more complicated than previously suggested (Chen et al., 1999). The C-terminal domain
(CTD) of RNA Pol II is extensively regulated for its transcription activity (Buratowski, 2009),
while the regulation of RNA Pol I activity by Nopp140 binding to the C-terminus is a question
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remain to be answered. Also, the role of Nopp140 in rDNA chromatin structure regulation will
be an interesting avenue for in future study.
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Figure 4.1 The roles of Nopp140 in ribosome biosynthesis. The steps of ribosome biosynthesis
are shown from the transcription by RNA Pol I to the cytoplasmic assembly of intact ribosomes.
The rDNA units are shown in blue blocks; those with white insertions represent rDNA units
inserted with R1 and R2. The three possible Nopp140 function steps in ribosome biosynthesis
are shown with arrows namely: the rDNA structure, the rDNA transcription, and the pre-rRNA
modification.

CG7145 Gene Encodes DmP5CDh for Proline Metabolism
This thesis showed the CG7145 gene, downstream of Nopp140, encodes a homologue of
human -1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase (P5CDh), an enzyme involved in proline
degradation. The deduced amino acid sequence of Drosophila CG7145 showed 76.7% similarity
to human P5CDh, and shares the conserved residues critical for enzymatic function. When fused
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with the RFP, the fusion protein CG7145-mRFP localized to mitochondria, the same cellular
location as its human counterparts.
The fly line f04633 containing the piggyBac insertion WH(-) in the 3’ coding sequence of
CG7145 is one of the parental lines we used to generate the Nopp140-/- larvae. To differentiate
the phenotypes related to the WH(-) insertion in the CG7145 and the deletion of Nopp140 gene,
we investigated the phenotypes of homozygous larvae (CG7145f04633/f04633). We found that the
CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae showed lethality in the third instar larval and pupal stages,
developmental stages that Nopp140-/- larvae never reached. Moreover, the cellular abnormalities
in CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae were the swollen mitochondria (Figure 2.8B; Figure 3.7), but the
ribosomal content was not altered (Figure 2.8B; Figure 3.7). CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae doubled
the free proline level and glutamate and glutamine levels changed accordingly (Figure 3.5). No
obvious abnormalities were found in CG7145f04633/f04633 larvae as far as the rRNA transcription
(Figure 2.10), pre-rRNA processing (Figure 2. 11), and pre-rRNA modification (Figure 2.13;
Figure 2.14). We conclude that the CG7145 gene in Drosophila encodes the P5CDh protein
(DmP5CDh), and that when disrupted, is not involved in the abnormal ribosomal biosynthesis
phenotypes presented in Nopp140-/- larvae, namely, the loss of ribosomes, up-regulation of R2
expression, various stress responses, or the earlier lethality observed in Nopp140-/- larvae.

Future Studies
This thesis showed that the deletion of Nopp140 gene induced growth arrest and massive
cellular stress. It will be interesting to see how the reduction in rRNA production and the
ribosomal biosynthesis with the loss of Nopp140 induces such cellular stress. The Minute
phenotype observed in Drosophila is due to insufficient production of ribosomes, and it often
induces the c-Jun N-terminal Kinase (JNK) activation and apoptosis (McNamee and Brodsky,
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2009). It would be interesting to see whether the cellular stress we observed in the Nopp140-/- is
also through the activation of JNK pathways, ultimately leading to apoptosis.
The increased transcription of retrotransposon R2 raised the possibility that Nopp140
might affect the rDNA chromatin structures. It would be interesting to see the structural
differences between rDNAs with or without R2 insertion. Evidence showed that R1 and R2
inserted regions in polytene chromosomes localized to the DAPI stained bands in nucleoli, which
indicates that they reside in heterochromatin (Plata et al., 2009). Whether Nopp140 participates
in such chromatin organization and how Nopp140 might modulate the differential expression of
inserted and un-inserted rDNA genes still need to be determined.
Finally, Drosophila has two isoforms of Nopp140. Since they are encoded by the same
gene, their differential functions remain intriguing. Previous knock-down of Nopp140 with
RNAi did not yield lines that specifically knocked down only one of the isoforms versus the
other. The rescue experiments of the Nopp140-/- Drosophila larvae containing only one
exogenously expressed isoform could be further tested in the future to possibly differentiate the
roles of these two isoforms in terms of ribosome biosynthesis.
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